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A.PPENDIX, 
CONTAINING 

all. Description of a Merchant Flour 111ill, on the most ap
proved Construction, with the recent Improvements, with 
two additional Plates, 

BY CADWALLADER AND OLIVER EV ANS, ENGINEERS; 

AND 

EXTRACTS 

FROll SOME OF THE BEST MODERN WORKS ON THE SUBJECT 
OF MILLS, ,vITH OBSERVATIONS BY THE EDITOR. 

Description, of a ltierchant Flour Mill, driving four 
_ Pairs· of five feet Mill-Stonel; arranged by CADWAL

LADER and OLIVER EvANs, Engineers, Philadelphia. 

PLATE XXVII. 

·1-A l1ollow cast-iron shaft, circular, 15 inches in dia
meter, except at those points where the wa�er and n1ain 
bevel wheels are hung, where it is increased to 19 
inches in diameter. 1"'he water-wheel is secured on 
this shaf't by 3 sockets, as represented in Plate XXVIII., 
fig. 3, and makes 10 revolutions per minute. 

2 ·rhe m?,in driving bevel-wheel, on the water-wheel 
shaft, 8 feet in diameter, to the pitch line; 100 cogs,
3 inches pitch, and 8 inches on the face; revolving 10 

• I • 

3-� bev�l-wheel on the upright, 4,feet in diameter to 
· pitch line; 5? cogi, same pitch--��d .face of cogs as _

above, revolving 20 times per minute� 
4 �he large pit spur:whee�, making 20 �evolu�ions per 

minute, � ���� tt� !n�I� �1ameter, to pitch line;" lit, 

.. ·\ 

·, 
' 

,.' 
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Cogs, 3 inches pitch, face 10 inches; this wheel gives
•

motion to 
on the spindles of the mill-5, 5, 5, 5-Four pinions 

; 

stones, 18,1 inches in diameter to pitch line, 19 cogs, 

6, 6, 6, 6--Iron upright shafts, extending the height of 
the bu�lding, and cou pied at each story. 

7, 7, 7, 7-Are 4 pairs of :five feet mill-stones, making 
l�O revolutions per minute. Two of them shown in 
elevation; and the position of the 4, shown in Plate 
XXVIII. as represented by the dotted lines, fig. 1. 

8-A pulley on the upright shaft, which, by a band, 
gives motion to 

8 The fan fol- cleaning grain, revolving 140 times per 
minute, wings 3 feet long, 20 inches in width. 

9-A bevel wheel 2 feet diameter, cogs 2 inches pitch, 
_ ;! _  face 2,5 inches, on the upright shaft, gearing into a 

bevel wheel, the face 'Of which is shown, drives the 
bolting screen 18 revolutions per minute. 

10-A bevel wheel on upright shaft, 56 cogs, 2 inches 
pitch, 2,5 inches face, gearing into 

10--A bevel wheel on the shaft of the bolting reels, 31 
cogs, same pitch and face. 

10, 10--Are two of four bolting reels shown, 18 feet 
long, 30 inches diameter, revolving 36 times per mi
nute. 

11-A large pulley on the upright shaft, which, by a 
band, gives motion t0uthe,rubbing stones 11. 

12-A bevel wheel, on the top of the upright shaft, gear
ing into 

)2-A bevel wheel, on the horizontal shaft, at one end 
of which is 

13-A bevel wheel, 1 foot diameter,- gearing into a be
vel wheel 

14 of 5 feet diameter, which reduces the motion of the 
hopper-boy dow� to 4 revolutions per minute, which 
sweeps a circle of 20 feet. 

,15-Meal elevator attending 4 pairs of stones. 
16. Grain elevator. ,j 

p• .  

17�Pacling.:room and press • 

/l 
• 

,. 
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.; "· . PLATE XXVIII� 

Figure 1. 

A bird's eye view of the mode of giving motion tQ 4 
pairs of mill-stones. 

4 The large pit spur-wheel, driving at equal distances 
on its periphery, the pinions 

5, 5, 5, 5-attached to the spindles of the mill-stones. 
7, 7, 7, 7-Mill-stones, 5 feet diameter, represented by 

Figu1·e 2. 

An enlarged view _of the c�upling� of the t1pright shaft. 
They are of cast-iron, with their holes truly reamed, 
to receive the ends of the iron upright shafts. 

2-The fa�e of a coupling, divided into 6 equal parts, 
radiating from the centre: three of the parts project, 
and three are depressed; so that when two of them are 
coupled, the projections of one will fill the depressions
in the other, as I, the coupling connected. 

Figure 3. 

A. cast-iron socket for the water-wheel; it is a plate ¾th:r 
of an inch thick; the eye for the shaft to pass through,. 

. I¼ inch thick, and 12 inches deep: the sockets, foy 
receiving the arms, are 14 inches long, and have pro
jections 5 inches deep; 3 3 3, &c., are the projections;: 
the intermediate space, betwe·en the sockets, are cut 
out to lessen the weight of metal, hut in such a man
ner as to preserve the strength. It requires three or 

these sockets for a large water-wheel; the arms for re
ceiving the buckets, are dressed to fit tightly in the 
80ckets, and secured firmly by bolts, as 2 2. 

Figure 4, 
ls an arm for the watet'-,vheel, as dressed; 1, the end to 

be bolted in the socket; 2, the end for screwing on the 
bucket. 
The advantages of this mode of constructing water� 

.. 
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wheels, is, that the shaft is not weakened, by having mor• 
tises cut in to receive the arm : that it  is not so liable to 
decay, and if an arm, or bucket_, be destroyed by acci
dent, they can be dressed out, and the mill stopped, only 
while you unscrew the broken part, and replace it by a 
new one. 

Figitre 5. 

An elevation of the flour press. 1, the barrel of flour; 
2, the funnel; 3 3, the driver; 4 5, the lever; 4 3, the 
connecting bars, fastened by a strong pin to each side 
of the lever, at 4, and to the driver at 3. 6, a strong 
bolt, passing through the floor. and keyed below the 
joist: there is a hole in the upper part of the bolt, to 

. receive a pin which the lever works on, ,vhich, when 
brought down by the hand, moves the pin 4, in the 
dotted circle; the connecting bars drawing do,vn the 
driver 3 3, pressing the flour into the barrel; and as 
it becomes harder packed, the power of the machine 
increases; as the pin 4 approaches the bolt 6, the un
der sliding part of the lever is drawn out, to increase 
its length; and is assisted in rising by a weight fastened 
to a line passing over pu11eys. 
When the pin 4 is brought down ,yithin half an inch 

of the centre of the bolt 6, or plumb line, the power in• 
creases from 1 to 288; and with the aid of a sirnple ,vheel 
and axis, as 1 to 15, from 288 to 4320; 01·, if the wheel 
artd axis be as 1 to 30, it will be increased to 4320; that 
is to say, one man ,vill press as hard with this 1nachine as 
8640 men could do ,vith their natural strength. It is 
extremely well calculated for cotton, tobacco, cider, or, 
in short, _any thing that requires a powerful press . 

Operation of the l\1ill :-The grain, after having been 
weighed, by drawing a slide, is let into the grain elevator 
16, then hoisted to the top of the building, and by a 
spout moving on a circle, can be deposited into spouts 
leading to any part of the mill, ,vhen wanted for use: by 
drawing sliders in other spouts, converging to the grain 
elevator 16, it can be re-elevated, and thrown into the 
hopper of the rubbing stones 11; after passing through 
which, it descends into the bolting screen 9, and when 
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screened, falls into the fan 8, is there cleaned, and from 
that descends into a very large hopper, over the centre 

_ of the four pairs of mill-stones, ,vhich are supplied regu
larly with grain. After being ground, the meal descends 
into a chest, is taken by the elevator 15, to the top of 
the building, there deposited under the hopper-boy,
which spreads, cools, and co11ects· it to the bolting reels,
where the several qualities are separated, and the flour 
�esce11ds into the packing room 17, where it is packed 
1n barrels. 

By this arrangement, we dispense with all conveyers,
and have only one grain, and one flour elevator, to at
tend t\vo pair of stones; we also dispense with one-half 
the quantity of gearing usually put into mills, and, con
sequently, occupy n1uch less space, leaving the rest of 
the building for stowing grain, &c. 

All the wheels in this mill are of cast-iron, and the 
face of the cogs very deep; for experience justifies the 
assertion that depth of face in cog-wheels, when proper
ly constructed, does not increase friction; and that the 
Wheels will last treble the time, by a small increase or 
depth; we recommend the main driving wheels to be 10
i�ches on the face. The journals ofa11 shafts, when great
pressure is applied, should· be of double the length now 
generally used; increase of length does not increase fric
!ion; say for water wheels, journals of from 8 to 14 
inches. 

Draughts of mills are furnished by the subscribers; and 
the cast-iron work can be obtained, at the Steam Engine
l\ilanufactory and Iron Foundry of Messrs. Rush & Muh
lenberg, Bush Hill, Philadelphia. 

CAD"\V ALLADER EVANS, 
OLIVER EV ANS. 

June 15', 1826. 
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'\VATER·WHEELS. 

On the Con,truction of Water- Wheels, and tlie Method 
of applying the Water .for propelling them, so as to
produce the greatest Effect. 

The following article is from the pen of a practical en· 
_giJleer of experience and talents; his observations are, in 
general, in perfect accordance \vith those of the editor.
The principles which he advocates are undoubtedly cor· 
:rect, and it is hoped that their publication in this \\'Ork 
wi1J induce some of our most intelligent mill-wrights to 
forsake the beaten track, and to practise the modes. re· 
commended.. Let them recollect that l\1r. Parkin \vas 
not a mere theorist, but a practical man, like themselves. 
The death of this gentleman has deprived society of the 
services of one of its members, fron1 whose liherality, ex-
1erience, and skill, much ,vas exp,ec-ted. 

[FR.OM 'J''HE I'RANKLIN JOURNAL,] 

In constructing· ,vater-,vheels, especially those of great
power, the introduction of i ron is. a most essential im· 
r.rovement; and if this metal, and artisans skilled in work
ing it, could be obtained at reasonab1e rates, water-wheels 
might he made wh.ol1y of it, and would prove, ultimately, 
the cheapest; as,. if managed with due care, and worked 
with ,pure {not salt} water, they ,vould last for centuries; 
·but, as the first cost would be an objection, I would re· 
commend, i n  all very large wheels, that the axis be made 
of cast-iron; and, i n  order to obtain the greatest strength
with the Ieast weight, the axis or shaft ought to be cast _hollow, and 10 the hexagon or octagon form, with a strong 

,iron flanch, to. fix each set of arms, and the cog-wheel
upon; these :fianches to be firmly fixed in their places 
with steel keys.

On the adaptation of water-wheels to the different 
lleights of the \Vater fa11s by which they are to be \vorked, 
I will remark that falls of from 2 to 9 feet are most ad· 
-Yantag_eously worked \vith the undershot wheel; falls of 
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10 feet and upwards by the bucket or breast ,vhee], 
which, up to 20 or 25 feet, .ought to be made about one• 
sixth higher than the fall of water by which it has to be 
Worked; and in wheels of both descriptions, the water 
ought to ffo,v on the wheel from the surface of the dam. 
I am aware that this principle is at direct variance with 
the established practice, and perhaps there are few
\Vheels in th·ese States that can be worked, as they are 
now fixed, by thus applying the water; the reasons will 
he apparent f1·01n what follows. 

In adjusting the proportions of the internal wheels by 
Which machinery is propelled, it is necessary, in order 
to obtain the greatest )lo\ver, to limit the speed of the 
skirt of the ,vater-,vheel, so that it shall not be more than 
from 4 to 5 feet per second; it having been ascertained 
by accurate experin1cnts, that the greatest obtainable
force of water, is within these limits� As a fa1ling body,
Water descends at the speed of about 16 fe'et in the first 
!tcond, and it ,viii appear evident that if a Water-wheel 
�s �equired to be so driven, that the ,vaterewith which _lt ts loaded has to descend 10, 1 l ,  or 12 feet per second, 
at which rate ,vhee)s are gene1-a.Jly constructed to work,
� very large proportion of the power is Jost, or, rather,
ls spent, in  destroying, by . unnecessary friction, th_e
Wheel upon which it is flowing�

In the common ,vay of constructing mill ,vork, and ot 

applying ,vater to ,vheels, it has been found indispensa
bly necessary to have a. head of from 2 to 4 feet abovee· 
the aperture through which the ,vater flo,vs into the 
buckets, or against the floats of a water-,vhccl, in order 
to be able to load the ,vheel instantaneously, ,vithout _which precaution, it could not be driven at the required 
speed: fron1 this circun1stance it tras been erroneously in .. 
ferred, that the impulse or shock which a water-wheel, 
so filled, receives, is greater than the power tn be derived 
from the actual gravity of the ,vater alone. �'his theory
! have heard n1aintained among practical 1nen; but it is,
1n fact, only resorting to one error to rectify another. 
Overshot ,vheels have been adopted, in numerous cases,
blerely for .the purpose of getting the water more readi.. 
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ly into the buckets; but confine the wheel to the proper 
working speed, and that diffi�ulty will not. exist.

In consequence of the excessive speed at which wa .. ,
ter-whee]s are generally driven, a small accumulation of
back water either suspendg or materially retards their 
operations; but, by properly confining their speed, the 
resistance from back water is considerably diminished,
and only amounts to about the same thing as working 
from a dan1 as many inches lower, as the wheel is im- · 
mersed; and in undershot wheels ,vorked from a low head, 
or situated in the tide-,vay, the resistance from back wa
ter may be farther obviated by placing the floats not ex
actly in a line from the centre of ttre wheel, but deviating 
6 or 8 inches from it, so as to favour the water in leaving 
the ascending float. 

In constructing water-,vheels to be driven at the speed 
of 4 or 5 feet per second, it will be requisite to make 
them broader, to ,vork the san1e quantity of water ,vhich 
is required to drive a quick-speeded ,vheel. Thus, if a 
per.son intending to erect a mill, has a stream sufficient tQ 
work a wheel 5 feet broad, the skirt to 1nove 10 feet per
second, it is evident that if he wishes to work all the wa
ter whicl1 such wheel takes, he must have his wheel 10. 
or 12 feet broad, instead of 5, other,vise the water must 
run to waste, as there would not be room, in  a slo,v
moving wheel of 5 feet broad, to receive more than half 
of it. The principal adv!1ntages resulting fron1 the pro
posed method of adapting wheels to the falls by which 

· they are to be worked, ancl the 1nethod of applying ,va
ter, are-

1.  The Jesscning of friction upon the main gudgeons,
(and first }>air of _hcog-wheels) by ,vhich, with a little 
care, they n1ay be kept regularly cool, and the shaft or 
axis be preserved much longer in use than when the gud
geons cannot be kept cool. 

2. By working water upon the principle of its actual 
gravity alone, and applying it al,vays at the height of 
the surface of the dam, its power is double what is ob
tained by the common method of applying it. 

3. The expensive penstock required to convey the 
water to the ,vheels, generally used, ,viii not be needed, 
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as one much shallower, and consequently less expensive, 
will be sufficient. 

4. The resistance of back water is reduced as far as 
possible. 

5. The risk or fire is less, as the friction is reduced. 
W. PARKIN, Engineer. 

September 24, 1825. 

That water, whenever the fall is sufficient, ought always 
to be applied upon the principle of its actual gravity, 
appears to be a conclusion so obvious, that it is astonish
ing it should ever be disputed. The acknowledged dif
ference between the effect of overshot and undershot 
wheels, is an. evidence of the truth of the principle. The 
whole moving power of water is derived from its gra
vity; it is this which causes it to fall, and although in  
falling from a given height it acquires velocity, its gra
vitating force remains the same, and all the effect which 
this might have produced, has been expended upon it
self, and not in  moving any other body. rfhe force with 
which water strikes, after it has fallen from any height, 
is calculated to deceive those who are not well grounded 
in  the principles of hydrostatics; but it is admitted, both 
by Mr. Evans and Mr. Ellicott, that the effect upon 
overshot wheels is diminished, by increasing the head, 
and the reason given for leaving_ the head so great as they 
prescribe, is the necessity of filling the buckets with suf
ficient t'apidity; .this necessity, ho\vever, is created by 
giving too much velocity to the wheel. 

It has been stated by Mr. Evans, and is generally be
lieved by mill-wrights, that it is necessary to give a much 
g'l'eater velocity to wheels, than that which is recom
mended by· Smeaton and others, in order to cause the 
mill to run steadily, and prevent its being suddenly 
checked by any increased resistance. This is saying that 
the \\'ater-wheel ought to be made to operate as a fly
whee1, whicl1 it will not do if its motion be slow. The 
objection to this is t\vofold. By giving to the skirt of 
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the wheel a motion much exceeding 4 or 5 feet per sea 
cond, its power is considerably reduced below the maxi4 

mum, and this loss of power is perpetual; wasting a con4 

giderable portion of water, to convert the water-wheel 
into a fly-wheel, whic11 water might be employed in 
giving greater po,ver to the mill. When a mill, from the 
nature of the work which it has to perform, requires the 
action of a fly-whee], the situation of the water-wheel is 
often the worst that could be devised for this purpose,
especially ,vhere there is any considerable gearing in the 
mill. A fly-wheel does not add actual power, but it 
serves· to collect power, where the resistance is unequal; 
and in order to its producing this effect most perfectly, 
it ought to be placed as near as possible to the working
part of the machinery. In grist mills there is no neces• 
sity for a fly-wheel; the stones perform this office in the 
most effectual manner, and the same remark is applica• 
hie to every kind of mill without a crank, and in which 
the resistance is equal, or nearly so, during the whole 
time of its action. 

Although ,ve have spoken highly of the general views 
given by Mr. Parkin, in his communication to the Frank• 
Jin Journal, he has fallen into some mistakes, \Vhich ,vere 
pointed out by a writer in the same publication, Vol. IV.,
page 166. A part of this communication is subjoined, 
as it contains remarks, and a tabular view of the veloci
ties attained, and the distances fallen through, by bodies,
in fractional parts of a second, which may be of great 

,, I suppose that, at the present day, no man who pro• 
fesses to be capable of directing the construction of a 
,vater-wheel, or of estimating the amount of a water 
po\ver, is ignorant of t_he fact, that \Vater falls through·a
distance or about sixteen feet in the first second. But I 
suspect that many ,vho assume the above qualifications, 
do not know the ratio of increase, either in the distance, 

I have dra,vn this conclusion, not only
from conversations \Vith several practical engineers, but,
also, from essays 1>uhlishc<l in our scientific journals. As 
an instance of the latter, I ,viii select, for its convenience 
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orreference, an article 011,vater-wheels, published in this 
Journal, (Vol. I. p .  103,) which, being the production of 
a practical engineer, and having passed the inspection of a 
scientific committee, may be considered as corroborating
my commencing observations. In the third paragraph of 
that article, is the following sentence : ' As a falling body,
water descends at the speed of nearly 16 feet in the first
second, and it will appear evident, that if a water-wheel
is required to be so driven, that the ,vater ,vith ,vhich it 
is loaded has to descend IO, 11,  or 12 feet per second, at
which rates wheels are generally constructed to work,
that a very large proportion of the power is lost.' 

'' Here, in the first place, ,ve find speed, or velocity, 
confounded with the distance fallen in the first second;
whereas, the latter is 16 feet, and the former is accele�
rated, from nothing, at the commencement, to 32 feet 
per second, at the end of the first second; so that this 
part of the sentence conveys, strictly, no intelligible
meaning; it is, nevertheless, made a standard, by a com• 
-parison between which, and any given velocity of a wa
ter-wheel, we are to 'infer the loss of power sustained 
through excess of speed; thus, in the case of a wheel 
whose ve]ocity is 10 or 12 feet per second, comparing 
these numbers with the mysterised number 1 6, the writer
concludes, 'hthat a very large proportion of the power. is 
lost.' The height of the fall \vhich indicates the whole· 
a1nount of the power, is not rnentioned, but surely, to es
timate the proportion between a defined part, and an
undefined whole, is impossible. 

'' I have made a calculation of the distances, and velo-
cities, attained by falling hodie:;, in various fractional 
parts of a second, which is · here introduced for the in
formation of those practical and theoretical engineers, 
who have avoided the Jabour of doing it for themselves.

'' I have proceedecl on the following established data;
namely :-

,, Heavy bodies fall through a distance of 16 feet, in
the first second; at the end of \Vhich, they have acquired 
a velocity of 32 feet per second.-The velocity increases 
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as the times.-The distance increases as the square of 
the times. 

Velocity attained 
Time of Descent. Distance fallen. per eecond.-

\ feet. inches. feet. incbee. 
1·  - - 0 Oiij 0 3 
� - - 0 0 6- - Oir 
3 0 0 9o\'O4 , 12Sths of a sec. 0 -a 1- Oy
5 - 0 0� 1 3 
6 - - 0 02 1 6
7 - - 0 oI 1 9
2· - - 0 O¾

"S 
2 

3 - - 0 lf 3 
4 0 3 4, 32nds of a sec. 
5 0 54f- - 0 6¾ 6

;J � - 9¼ 7
I-4th of a sec. 

0 
1 0 8 

9· - - 1 3 9.i10 - - 1 6. 10 
11 - - 1 10} 11 
12 , 32nds of a sec. 2 3 12
13 • - - 2 72 13
14 - - 3 o! 14 
15, - - 3 6rr 

•2 15
1 half of a sec. 4 0 16

17) - - 4 6} 17 
18 - - 5 02 18 
19 - - 5 1{ 19 
20 , 32nds of a sec. 6 3 20
21 - - 6 102 21 
22 7 6} 2'.t 

• -23. 8 3¼ 2.'l
3-4ths of a sec. 9 0 24 

2.5· - - 9 91 25 
26 - - 10 6J 26 
Z7 - - 11 4! 27
28 , 32nda of a sec. 12 3 28 
29 - - 13 12 29 
30 - - 14 o} 30
81 - - 15 O¼ 31

I '  16- - 32 
2 

15 , seconds. 64 64
3600 480

30J . - - 14400 960
1 minute. 57600 1920 

'' To determine what proportion of a given water 
power is lost by a given velocity of the wheel, it is only 
necessary to ascertain what distance the water must de-
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Scend to acquire that velocity. Then, this distance com-
pared with the whole fall, answers the question. Thust 
suppose the whole fall to be 10 feet, and the velocity of 
the wheel 4 feet per second; this velocity is due to a fall 
of 3 inches, or one-fortieth part or the whole fall, whicl1 
is the proportion sought. Or, suppose th€ velocity to 
he 13 feet per second, which is due to a fall of 2 feet 7i 
inches, then the loss is rather more than one-fourth of 
the whole fall of 10 feet. But, i t  must be especially 
noted, that these estimates embrace the supposition, that 
the water issues upon the wheel in the direction of the 
motion of its skirt, and precisely at that distance below 
the surface of the dam, which ans\vers to the velocity of 
the wheel. Inattention to this particular, is a very im-
portant an<l frequent cause of loss. L. M.'' 

With respect to the actual ad vantage of giving to over
shot wheels a motion n1uch less rapid than that usually 
given, the following example ,vill probably have more 
effect on the mind of the n1ere practical workman, than 
any reasoning that could be offered; and, in fact, reason-.
1ng would be of little value, were it  not supported by
practical results. 
· The subjoined account is from the Technical R�posi• 

tory, a work published in Londont:-

,, On the comparative Jl.dvanlaf]y·es of <lifferent JJTate,·
Wheels, erected in, the United States of .11.rnerica, by 

JAco.s PERKINS, Esq.; artcl in, this Country, by lllt". 
GEORGE MAN WA HING, Engi1iee1·. 

'' Mr. PERKINS erected, at Newburyport, n ,vater-
�heel of 30 feet in dian1eter, on the plan of ,vhat is termed 
in An1erica, a pitch-bac/1; but, in this country, a back
ihut; that is, one which receives the water nea1' to its 
top, but not upon it, as in overshot-1»heels; this is, in
deed, the n1ost judicious mode of laying water u1>011 the 
":heel; as, in case of floods, the wheel n1oves in the same 
d1�ecti�n ,vith the \\'ater, and uot. in the opposite one;t. 
neither is it encumbered, as in the overshot \\'heel, with 

._a useless load of water at its top, where it  does nothing 
. 47 
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but add to the weight upon the necks or pivots of the
wheel-shaft, and to the consequent loss of power by the
increased friction upon them; whereas, in  the pitch-back, 
or back-shut wheel, the water is laid on at a point, where 
it acts by its leverage in  impelling the whee1, and has 
yet time to become settled in the buckets, previous]y to
its reaching the point level ,vith the axis, ,vhere i t  acts 
with its greatest power. The ,vheel itself ,vas construct
ed of oak, but ,vith iron buckets; and it had a ring of 
teeth around it, \\·hich drove a cast-iron pinion, of three
feet in diameter, ,vhich gave motion to three lying shafts, 
each of thirty feet in length, coupled- together, so as to
form a line of ninety feet; and from which, the necessary 
movements \Vere communicated to the n1achinery for
making nails.

' 'hMr.hPerkins placed his pinion as close as possible u n..
der the pentrough, \Vhich delivered the ,vater upon the
whee]; and he thus greatly lessened the ,veight upon the
necks or,gudgeons of the ,vheel-shaft, by suspending it, 
as it were, upon the pinion; whereas, had he, as is usual,
placed i t  on a horizontal line with the axis of the ,vheel, 
and on the opposite side of it, h e  ,vou]d have loaded the 
necks with a doub)e ,veight; nainely, the ,vater upon one 
side of the ,vheel, nnd the resistance oppose(l by the ma�
chinery to be driyen by it, on the other. He also took 
care that the teeth upon the wheel, and the pinion, 
should al\vays be kept wet, or run in water, instead of 
being grease<!, as is usual,'ancl this he found sufficient to 
cause then1 to run sn1oothly and ,vithout the least noise. 
1"he motion of the wheel's periphery was ahout three
feet per second, agreeably to the inlproved theory, so
ably demonstrated by the late scientific Mr. Smeaton;
and it continued to perforn1 its ,vork, with great satis"
faction to its owne1·s, for ten years, when it  ,vas unfortu
nately destroyed by :fire. 

'' A11 opportunity soon presented itself of compttring
the advantages of this water-wheel with another, which 
the proprietors were induced to erect, on the represen· 
tations of a mill-wright, that the wheel was too high, and 
that it would b·e much better, ,vere it only twenty-three 
fee.t in diameter, an<l received its water at the breast. 
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The trial, however, })roved, that in d1·iving the nail ma
chinery, which had escaped the :fire that destroyed the
Water-wheel, the n,ew wheel required twice the quantity ! 
of ioater to work it which, actuated tlie former one, and 
only did the same work.

'' Mr. Manwaring has also had an opportunity of veri• 
fying, in  this country, the advantages of a construction 
similar to Mr. Perkins's, i n  a cast-iron back-shut water
wheel of the sa1ne diameter as his, (namely, thirty feet,) 
and ,vhich also has a ring of teeth around it, driving a
pinion of three feet i n  diameter, posited on the san1e side
of the wheel as Mr. Perkins's, but not quite so high, it 
being a little above the centre of the wheel, and the teeth
ofthe wheel and pinion are always kept ,vet. This wheel 
is employed in grinding flour, at a corn-mill in  Sussex,
and drives six pair of stones, besides the other necessary 
machinery, it moving at the rate of about three feet per
second; and so great satisfaction has i t  given, that Mr. 
Man,varing is no\v constructing another ,vate1·-wheel 
upon the same plan, and for the same proprietor; only,
tliat it will be wider, and is calculated to drive eight
pairs of stones.

'' We are glad to ha,·e this opportunity of communi. 
'eating these valuable practical facts : the same results be

ing also obtained i n  t,vo countries so ,videly separated as
the United States and England, n1ake them n1ore valua
ble; and prove, that ,vhen persons think rightly, theywill naturally think alike.'' 

The foregoing example, although it relates to a JJit�h
back wheel, n1ay serve our purpose as well as if'l"'it had
been an overshot; there being an evident similarity be
t�een. an overshot, ,vith the ,vater delivered on the top, 
With but little head, and the pitc/i-back, as constructed 
by Mr. Perkins; and also, bet\Veen an overshot ,vith con•
siderable head, anq the breast wheel.

The re111arks n1ade upon pitch-back wl1eels, are wor
thy the serious attention of the mill-\vright. Mr. Evans 
Very correctly con1pares them, in their action, to over-
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sl1ots : Mr. Ellicott thinks '' an overshot with equal 
head and fall, is fully equal in power;'' and has dismissed 
them in a very few words. 1"he reason of this is evident; 
the head, which they thought to be necessary, was not 
so easily managed \vith the pitch-back, as with the over
shot; but when it is admitted, that the water should be 
delivered at the surface of the dam, that the velocity of 
the wheel should not exceed 4 or 5 feet per second, and 
that its capacity for containing water should be increased, 
the difficulty vanishes altogether. The \Vater, when emp
tied from the buckets, has its impulse in the right direc
tion to carry i t  down the tail-race; and in case of back 
water, the greater facility with which it ,viii move is un
deniable.· 

With respect to undershot wheels, Mr. Evans con
cludes that they ought to 1nove with a velocity nearly 
equal to two-thirds of that of the ,vater, and Mr. Ellicott 
estitnates the velocity at quite t\vo-thirds. It would be 
saying but little to assert that this did not agree with 
theory; but it does not accord \vith the opinions of many 
intelligent and experienced mill-wrights. It ,vas as
serted, upon theory, that the 1>0\ver of an undershot 
wheel would be at a 1naximun1, \\'hen the velocity of the 
floats of the \Vheel ,vas equal to one-third of the velocity 
of the water; practice, ho\vever, did not . confirm the 
truth of this theory; and Borda has sho\vn that the con
clusion was theoretically incorrect, applying only to the 
supposition that the water impelled a single float-board; 
but that in the action upon a nun1ber of float-boards, as 
in a mill-whee1, the velocity of the wheel will be one
half the velocity of the \Vater, \Vhen the effect is a maxi
mum. . The demonstration of this may be seen under the 
articJe·Hydrodynamics, in the Edinburgh Encyclopredia. 
This ,vas fully confirmed by the experiments of Smeaton, 
who, in speaking upon them, observes, that '' in  all the 
cases in  which 1nost work is performed in  proportion to 
the water expenlled, and which approach the nearest to 
the circumstances of great ,vorks, when properly exe
cuted, the maximum lies much nearer to one-half, than 
one-third, one-half seeming to be the true 1naiimum .. '2: 
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The succeeding observations are extracted from 
'' Practical Essays on Mi11-,vork and other Machinery, 
by Robertson Buchanan.'' Cast iron is very generally
employed in England, not only for the wheel-work of 
mills, but, also, for many parts of the framing; the same 
practice obtains in those parts of our own country, where 
castings can be procured with facility, and will gain
ground as its real value becomes known. Of course, the 
following extracts apply, in many instances, to the use 
of this material; hut it will be found that the principles 
upon ,vhich they are founded, will, in general, apply to 
wood, as well as to iron. 

'' .fl.hPractical Inquiry respecting the '-Ytrength and Du
rability of the Teeth of Wheels used in Mill-worh. 

'' Having treated of the forn1s of the teeth of wheels,
I come now to consider their proportional strength, with 
:relation to the resistance they have to overcome. 

'' I am aware, that o\-ving to a great variety of circum
stances, this subject i s  involved i n  mucl1 difficulty; and 
that it is no ea8y task to form any general rule with re
gard to the pitches ancl breadths of the teeth of wheels. 
I do not Jlretend to 1nore than a mere approximation to
wards genera] rules; yet, \\·ere this judiciously done, I 
am of opinion that it might be useful to the tnill-wright, 
who has not had leisure or opportunity for scientific in
quiries. A rule, though not absolutely perfect, is better 
in all cases than to have no guide whatever. 

'' And it is too evident to require proof, that it is es
sential to the beauty and utility of any machine, that the 
strength and bulk of its several parts be duly propor
tioned to the stress, or \Vear, to which the parts may be 
subject.

'' Some general observations on the ,vheel \Vork of 
tnills, will serve greatly to si1np1ify our inquiries on the 
subject.'' 

- ·  
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'' General Observations on the Wheel- Work of Mills .e . 

'' Mistaken attempts a� economy have often prompted.
the use of wheels of too s1nall diameter. This is an evil 
,vhich ought carefully to be avoided. l{nowing the pres
sure on the teeth, ,ve cannot, with propriety, reduce the 
diameter of the ,vheel below a certain measure. 

'' Suppose, for instance, a ,vater-wheel of 20 horses'h· 
power, moving at the pitch line ,vith a velocity of 3½ feet 
per second. It is kno\vn, that a 1>inion of 4 feet diame
ter might work into it, ,vithout impropriety; but ,ve also 
kno,v that it  would be exceedingly in1proper to substi
tute a pinion of only one foot diameter, although the
pressure and velocity at the pitch l ines, in  both cases,
would be, in a certain sense, the san1e. In the case of
the small pinion, however, a much greater stress ,vould 
be  thrown on the journeys (or journals) of the shaft. 
Not, indeed, on account of torsion or twist, but on ac
count of transverse strain, arising as well from greater
direct pressure, as fro1n the tendency ,vhich the oblique
action of the teeth, particularly ,vhen son1e\vhat ,vorn, 
,vould have to produce great friction, and_ to force the 
pinion from the ,vheel, and make it bear harder on the 
journals. "l'he s1naJI pinion is a]so evidently liable to 
wear much faster, on account of the more frequent re
currence of the friction of each particular tooth.

'' That these observations are not without foundation, 
is kno\vn to 1nill-wrights of experience. rfhey have 
found a great saving of po\ver, by altering corn mwills, for 
example, fro1n the old plan of using on)y one ,vheel and 
pinion, ( or trundle,) to the 1nethod of bringing up the 
motion, by means of 1nore ,vheels and pinions, and of 
larger diameters and finer pitches.

'' The increase of po,ver has often, by these 1neans, 
been nearly doubled, ,vhile the tear ancl ,vear has been
niuch lessened; although it is evident, the 1nachinery,
thus altered, ,vas more complex. 

'' The due consideration of the proper comtnnnication 
of the original 1>0,ver, is of great i111portance for the con
struction of mills, on the best 1>rinciples. It 1nay easily 
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he seen that, in many cases, a very great portion of the 
original power is expended, before any force is actually
appliecl to the work intended to be performed. 

'' N atwithstanding the n1odern i1nprovements in this
tlepartment, there is still much to be done. In the usual
inodes of constructing mi11s, due attention is seldom given
.to scientific principles. It i s  certain, ho\\'ever, that . 
were these princi ples better attended to, tnuch power,
that is unnecessarily expended, ,vould be saved. In ge
neral, this might be, in a great measure, obtained, by
bringing on the desired motions in a gradual manner, be .. 
ginning \Vith the first very slo\v, and gradually bringing
tlp the desired n1otions, by ,vheels and pinions of larger
diameters. rfhis is a subject \Vhich should be well con
si<lerecl, before \Ve can deter111ine, i n  any particular case,
\Vhat ought to be the pitcl1 of the ,vheels. In the case
above alluded to; \vhere the supposition is a pinion of 4
feet diameter, or of 1 foot diameter, it i s  obvious, that 
the same pitch for both \voul<l not be prudent : that for 
the sn1all pinion, ought to be n1nch less than that which
!Jlight be allowed in the case of the larger pinion. It 
1� also equally obvious, that the breadth of the teeth, in 
the case of the sn1all pinion, ought to be much greater 
than that in the case of the larger pinion. 

'' It is evident, ho,vever, that although great advan• 
tage may often be derived fron1 a fine pitch, that there is 
a litnit in this respect, as also \Vith regard to the breadth,
We shall endeavour to find some trace of this limit in 
\vhat follo,vs; and that we may the better do this, we 
shall call in the aid of propositions, ,vhich are true ,vith 
respect to pieces of titnber, or rnetal, subjected to ordi
nary causes of pressure. I t  i s  allo,ved, that they cannot 
here, in strictness, be de1nonstrated, as applicable ta 
Wheel-\vork. Yet they will, for ,vant of better light,
Rerve at least to prevent any ntaterial practical error,
With regard to the strength of the teeth of the wheels, 
For i t  is to be remembered, that we are not so n1uch here•
in search of truths of curious or profound 1nathematical 
�peculation, as of that kind of evidence of ,vhich the sub�
.Ject adtnits, and \vhich n1ay be sufficiently satisfactory 
for any llractical purpose. 
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'' As cast-iron pinions are now gen�rally used, and as 
the teeth of the pinion are most �ubject to wear, I think 
we are safe in the present inquiry, in considering them 
all as cast-iron. 

'' The laws to which I have alluded in this investiga .. 
tion, are these :-

,, ' Principles of proportioning the Stren,gth of Teeth of 
Wheels. 

'' ' PROPOSITION l. 

'' ' The 8t1·ength of any Piece of Timber or Metal, 
whose Section is a Rectangle, is in direct Proportion to 
the Breadth, and as the Square of the Depth,.'* 

'' Hence may be inferred, that the strength or the teetl1 
of wheels, moving at the same velocity·, and under the 
same circumstances, is directly in proportion to their 
breadth, and as the square of their thickness. Thus,
for example, if we double the breadth, we only double 
the strength; but if we double the thickness, or, in other 
words, double the pitch, k:eeping the original breadth, 
we increase the strength four times. 

'' For although ,vhen ,vheels are ,vorking accurately, 
the strain is, at the same time, divided over several teeth; 
yet as a very small inaccuracy, or even the interposition 
of any small body, such as a chip of ,vood, or stone,
throws the ,vhole stress u1>on a single tooth, in practice; 
therefore, and in  order to simplify this case, \VC may 
consider the strength of a single tooth, as resisting the 
pressure of the whole ,vork:. 

'' �ut as t�e l�ngth of the teeth commonly varies ,vith 

and the most simple view ,ve can take of it seems to be 
that of having the strain of each tooth, thrown all to the 
outward extremity: ,ve have then the following proposi· 
tion to guide this part of our inquiry:-

,, ' PROPOSl'l'ION II. 

'' ' lj any Force be applied laterally to a Lever 01· 

• See E1nerson, J>rop. 67. 
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11eam, the Stress upon any Plate is directly as the Force ·und its .Distance from that Plate.'* . 

'' ' PROPOSITION III. 

·''h' The Pitch being the same, the �'tress -zs inversely 
as the Velocity.'t . · 

'' For examp]e...._if the pitch lines of one pair of wheels 
be moving at the rate or 6 feet in a second, and another 
pair of wheels, in every other respect -under the same cir
cumstances, be moving at the rate of 3 feet iu a second, 
the stress on the latttr, is double of that on the fortner.'·' 

·h'' Of artanging the Numbers of Wheel:.. Work. 
'' In a machine, the velocity <?f the impell�d point 

�hould be to that of the working point, in the ratio ,vhich 
is adapted to the maximum efl'ect of the moving po�er 
on the one part, and the best \Vorking effect on the other 
part. Any other arrangement of the relative motions of 
the parts of a machine must clearly be attended with a. 
loss of power, or the work will not be done properly. 
But when the best working velocity is known, and, also, 
that ,vhich enables the first mover to produce the great
est effect, the proper arrangement of the numb�rs of the 
teeth of the ,vhecls and pinions:, is a very simple 011era
tion. 

'• It will be an -advantage to_ advertise the young me
chanic of one or t,vo essential particulars, before pro
ceeding to the principal obj.ect. 
. '' In the first place, \\'hen the ,vheels drive the pinions, 
the number of teeth in any one pinion should not be less 
than 8-; but rather let there he 1 1  or 12 if it can be done 
Conveniently. And in the particular for1n of teeth pre
viously described, the nu1nber of teeth in a pinion should 
not be less than 10; but it would he better to have 1 3  
or 14. 

'' Secondly-When the pinions drive the wheels, the 
number of teeth on a I>inion n1ay be less; but i t  will not, 

t See Emerson, Prop. 119� Rule & 
48 
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in any case, be desirable to have fewer than 6 teeth on 
a pinion; and give the preference to 8 or 9, ,vhere it can 
be done with convenience. 

'' Thirdly-The number of teeth in a wheel should be
prime to the nun1ber of teeth in its pinion; that is, the
number representing the teeth in the \vheel should not 
he divisible by the number of teeth in the pinion without 
a remainder. And as the nun1bers of pinions ,vill, in  
general, be first settled, it will be an ad vantage to take 
a prin1e number for each pinion, as 7, ll, 13, 17, 19, 
23, &c., because such numbers are more seldom factors 
than others. But when it happens that a prime number 
can he directly fixed upon for the wheel, any ,vhole num
ber which approaches near to the required ratio will an
swer for the pinion; as 1ninutc accuracy is not require.d.
A prime number for the wheel, or one which is not di
visible by the number of the pinion, is esteemed the best,
because the same teeth \Vill not a}v,,ays come together, 
and the wear wiJl be more uniform. 

'' Fourthly-If it be desired that a given increase or
decrease of velocity should be communicated ,vith the 
least quantity of wheel work, it has been sho,vn that the 
number of teeth on each p�nion should he to the number 
on its wheel, as 1 :  3,59 (Dr. Young's Nat. Phil. Vol. II. 

· Art. 366.)  But, on account of the space required for
several wheels, and the expense of them, it will often be
necessary to have 5 or 6 times the number of teeth on 
the wheel, that there is on the pinion. The ratio of 1 : 6 
should, however, not be exceeded, unless there be some 
other important reason for a higher ratio.'' 

'' Practical Observations with regard to the 1nahing of 
Patterns of Cast-.lron Wheels. 

'' Having determined the pitch of the wheel strong
enough for the purpose to ,vhich it is to be applied, the 
thickness of the tooth serves to regulate the proportion
ate strength of the other parts. 

'' A very respectable mil]-\vright informs 1ne, that he 

• 
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has for a considerable time adopted the following rule 
for determining the length of the teeth of ,vheels, the 
pt'actical efficacy of ,vhich he has found quite satisfac
toryt:-

· ,, Rule-Make the length of the teetli equal tohthe 
pitch, deducting freedo1n, (by the freedom is meant the 
distance at the top of one tooth and the root of another,
measured at the line of centres,) in other words, the dis
tance from root to root of the teeth, at the line of teeth,
when the wheels are in action, exactly equal to the 
pitch.

'' For example-he makes the teeth of two inches 
·pitch, one inch and thirteen.:sixteenths in length, whicl1 , 

is allowing three-sixteenths of freedon1. 
'' Another respectable mill-wright, who has had much 

experience, particularly in mills moved by horses, has, 
for a considerable time past, n1ade the teeth of his 
wheels only one-half of the pitch in l ength, and works 
them as deep as possible, without the point touching the 
bottoms. Before he fell on this expedient, he found the 
teeth exceedingly liable to be broken from any sudden 
motion of the· horses. 
· '' Indeed, upon reflection, it  will be found that there . js 
no occasion for more freedom, than that the point of the 
tooth of tl1e one wheel, shall just clear the ring of the 
other; more than this must only serve to weaken the 
teeth. The mode of gearing, however, above alluded to, 
is more necessary in horse mills than ,vliere the 1noving 
power is steady and regular.

'' Hutton (on clock-work) recommends making the 
distance of the pitch line three-fourths of ,vhat we call 
the thickness of the tooth. Thus, suppose the rule ap
plied to a two inch pitch, and that the tooth and space
Were exact]y equal, then the tooth ,vould project three
fourths of an inch beyond the pitch line, and its root 
Would be  as far within the pitch line, as to receive free
ly the tooth intended to act on it : suppose it also three
fourths, then the tooth would be one and a half inch 
l?ng, besides the freedom, which making, as above, three
s1xteenths, the tooth would be in all �ne and. eleven-�ix-

· 
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'' But it is to be remarked, that the mill-wrightt, in 
making his pattern for a cast-iron whee), has to attend to 
a circumstance arising from the nature of that material. 
The pattern must not only be of such a forn1 as to be suf
ficiently strong, calculating by the bulk of the parts, but 
also proportioned, so that when the fluid metal is poured
in the n1ould, it may cool in every part nearly at the 

•same t11ne. 
'' When due attention is not paid to this circumstance, 

as tl1e metal is cooling, if it contract faster in one part
than in  another, it ,viii be apt to break some\vhere, just 
as a drinking glass is broken by suddenly cooling or heat• 
ing in any particular part of it. In all patterns for cast
iron, about one-eighth of an inch to the foot should be al
lowed for the contraction of the metal in cooling. 

'' Attention must also be paid to taper the several 
parts, so that they may rise freely ,vithout injur1ng the 
mould, when the founder is dra\ving them out of the 
sand. A little observation of the operations of a com-. 
mon foundry, ,viii better instruct in this part of the sub
ject than many words. We may observe, ho\vever, that 
about one-sixteenth of an inch, in a depth of 6 inches, is 
�omn1only a sufficient taper.

'' Attending to those circumstances, I beg leave to of
fer the following proportions as having been found to an-
swer 1n practlce. 

'' Make the thickness of the ring equal to the tllick
ness of the tooth near its root . .  When the ring is n1ade 
thinner than the root of the tooth, the ring con1mon1y 
gives way to a strain, which ,vould not b1·eak the tooth. 

'' Make the arm, at the part where it proceeds from 
the ring, of the same breadth and thickness as the ring,
and, at the junction, let it be so formecl as to take off 
any acute angle wl1ich ,vould be apt to break off in the 
sand. 

'' The arms should b.ecome larger as they approach the 
(}entre of the wheel, (see Emerson, Prop. 1 19, Rule 8,) 
and the eye shou1d be sufficiently strong to resist the 
<lriving of the wedges, by means of which it is to be fixed 
Qn the shaft� This cannot be brought easily to calcu--

l�tion� 
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'' On the other hand, care must be taken not to make 
the eye so thick as to endanger unequal cooling.

'' It should be somewhat broader than the breadth of
the teeth, in  order that it may be the firmer on the shaft : 
this breadth must be greater in proportion as the ,vheel 
is large. 

'' When the ring is about an inch thick, it is common
to make the eye about an inch and a quarter in thick
ness, and about one-fifth broader than the ring, when the 
wheel is about four feet in  diameter. 

'' Small ,vheels have genera11y but four arms, but it 
being improper to have a great space of the ring unsup
ported, the number of arms should be increased in large 
wheels. 

· '� In order to strengthen the arms ,vith little increase 
of metal, it is not unusual to make them feathered, which
is done by adding a thin plate to the metal at right an
gles to the arm .h.

'' The san1e rules apply to bevelled wheels; of the 
practical mode of laying down the \Vorking dra\vings of
which we have already spoken. But it is proper to ob
�erve that the eye of a heveJle<l \.Vheel should be placed
more on that side which is farthest from the centre of
the ideal cone, of which the ,vhcel forms a part. 

'' When ,vheels are beyond a certain size, it becomes 
necessary to have patterns s01netimes made for them,
cast in parts, \vhich are after\vards united by 1neans of
bolts.

'' A very good mode to prevent the bad effects of une
qual contraction, is to have the arms curved; the curved 
parts are commonly of the same radius as the wheel, and 
spring from the half length of the arms.'' 

'' Of Malleable or 1f7i·ought-J,ron Gudgeons. 
'' Professor Robinson states,* that the cohesive force 

of a square incl1 of cast-iron is from 40,000 to 60,000 lbs.
Wrought iron from 60,000 to 90,000 lbs.

'' In the year 1795, I had occasi9n to substittite cast-

• Encyclopredia. Drila.nnic.'l, article, Strength of 1'Iaterials, 40-. 
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iron gudgeons for those of ,vrought iron, and made some 
experiments on those 1neta1s, from ,vhich I drew the fol
lowing inference : that gudgeons of tlie same size, of
cast and of wrought i1·on, in practice, are capable, at a 
mediu1n, ofsustaining weights without flexure, in the
proportion of 9 to 14., 

'' Taking it for granted that this proportion is near 
the truth, we may find the diameter which any wrought 
iron gudgeon ought to have when its lateral pressure is 
given, in the following manner :-

,, 1 .  Find the diameter which a cast-iron gudgeon 
should have to sustain the given pressure; then say, as 
14 is to the cube of the diameter of the cast-iron gud
geon, so is 9 to the cube of the diameter of the wroug�t 
iron gudgeon. 

'' 2. The root of this last number gives the diameter 
required of the wrought iron gudgeon. 

EXA1\1PLE. 

'' Suppose the lateral pressure to be 125 hundred 
weights, the cube root of which is 5, the diameter in 
inches of the cast-iron gudgeon : then say, 

As . . . . . . 14 
Is to • . . • 125 
So is . . . . 9 
To . • . 80,357 

'' The cube root of which is 4,30887 .'' 

'' Of the Bearing·s of Shafts. 
'' The bearings on wt�ich gudgeons and journals rest 

ai;id revolve, are sometimes termed Pillo1.vs, and fre
quently Brasses, from being often matle of that sub
stance. 

'' It has become general to fix pillows in blocks of 
cast-iron. Hence th� term Pillow Block, and some
times, corruptly, Plu1nber Bloc!,. 

'' ...t\.t the cotton works of Deanston, near Down, a wa
ter-wheel has run nearly 30 years on pillows of cast-iron, 
with little sensible wear on the gudgeons, nor were they 
ever found liable to heat. 

http:Pillo1.vs


firmly connected. · 
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''The outer skin of cast-iron, particularly when cast 
in  metallic moulds, is remarkably hard, and it is reasona
ble to suppose that it would make a durable pillow, as 
we have seen is the case in the above instance.'' 

'' On the Framin,g of Mill- Work. 

'' Mill-work, from its motion, occasions a tremor on 
all the parts of its framing, ,vhich subjects it to much 
1nore speedy decay than the mere pressure upon car-
pentry. . · 

'' Besides this general tremor, it is often subjected to 
· violent, sudden thrusts, from the bad actions of the 

wheels, or from reciprocating motions. 
'' It ougnt, therefore, to be not only sufficiently strong

and stiff, but sufficiently heav,1/, to give solidity and 
steadiness.

'' Where the framing of the machinery is not firm and 
well bound, a vibratory motion in its parts, of course, 
takes place; which vibratory motion expends a conside
_rable  portion of the power applied. This loss of power
is very difficult of investigation. It is certain, however, 
that whatever motion of a vibratory nature is communi
cated to the framing and objects in contact with it, ( ab• 
stracted from the elasticity of the pnrts, ) must be lost to
the effect the machine would produce, were the parts
sufficiently strong and well bound together; and it is to
be observed, that firm and \vell-bound framing is much 
preferable  to heavy framing, not so ,vell connected in its 
parts. It is as certain, that though .the fra1ning in either 
case may be constructed so as to be equally strong, yet
the heavy fra1ning, from its vibration, will expend more
of the original power than that ,vhich is less heavy, but 

'' Besides S,trength, stiffness, and solidity, the framing 
of mill-work requires to be constructed so as to be easy 
of repai1·; and so contrived, that any particular part 
may be repaired or renewed ,vith the least possible de
rangement to the other parts �f the framing. 

, 
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'' There is another circumstance in this_ species ot 
framing which demands great attention. The shafts 
often require to be restored to their true situations, from 
which they may have deviated by the wearing of the 
parts. Now the framing ought to he  so constructed as 
easily to admit of this restoration of the shafts, as also of 
any other shifting of them which may in practice become 
necessary.

'' But though the framing whtch supports the parts of 
n1ills and n1achines should be firn1, it is an advantage-that 
the part on \vhich any axis rests should have a small de
gree of elastic tren1or, ,vhen the machine is in motiona. 
Such tremor has considerable po\ver in diminishing the 
friction. It may farther be observed, that framing to · 
support machinery should he as independent of the build
ing as possible, because the tremor i t  always communi-
co.tes is exceedingly injuripus.'' 

On Reaction Wheels. 
These wheels were slightly noticed at page 176; and 

a description of Barker's mill is to be found in nearly 
every work upon hydraulics, together with the im
provem·ent made in it by Rumsey. Within a few year$ 
past, wheels ,vhich operate upon the principle of the ro
tary trunk, in Barker's mill, have been extensive]}" . 
brought into use. We ar� not informed by �hnm they

.,. were invented; Mr. Evans alludes to them 1n the first 
tdition of this work, published in 1795; but it does not 
appear certain that he had then seen them; it is 1na .. 
nifest, at all events, that they \Vere not publicly known. 
His words are, '' One of these is said to do well where 
there is much back water; it being small, and of a true 
circular form, the ,vater does not resist it much.. I sha.11 
say but little of these, ·supposing the proprietors 1nean to 
treat of th em.'' 

Their great merit, certainly, is their simplicity; and 
where there is a plentiful supply of water, they may, in 
many cases, be preferable. to any other. Those interest· 
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ed in them aver that they are but little, if at all, inferioi
in economy to overshot mills; this, ho,vever, we are, by
no means, prepared to admit. In back water they will 
undoubtedly operate better than any other, as there will 
not be any sensible loss fron1 their ,vading, but only from 
the diminution of the effective head. In an eight feet 
faH, for example, should there be four feet of back wa
ter, the ren1aining four feet ,vi i i  produce nearly, or 
quite, its full effect. 

Many patents have been obtnined for 1nodifications of, 
and variations in, this ,vhcel; and fro1n the specification 
of one of them, as published iry the Journal of the F 1·ank
lin Institute, at Philadelphia, ,ve ,vill give such extracts 
as ,viii suffice to exhibit their nature and mode of action. · 
In doing this, ,ve shall omit the claitns of the patentee,
as this is a point with ,vhicl1 ,ve, in this place, have no
thing to do. 

''Fig. I, a bird's eye view of the wheel, Figure 1 .  
the end to \Vhich the shaft is to be at- -�-·- .,.
tached, at the perforation, A, being do,vn- .. /·····�. 
.wards, and the open end, or rim, up\\-·ards. / / �. \ \
To show the floats, the upper ri1n, ,vhich t \ ·®.· j } 
�overs them, is not repre�ented. The � .. /. _ .lines C C  exhibit the forn1 ot the 1loats, or ·· ..........��'.-··· 
buckets, and the n1anner in  ,vhich they are arranged. 
The diameter of this ,vheel, and the ,vi<l th of the float� 
between the t,vo heads, and the depth of aperture be
t,veen the floats, wiH, of course, be varied according to 
the quantity and head of water ,vhich can he obtained, 
and the purpose to ,vhich i t  is to be ·applied. "fhe 
curved floats, it ,vill be seen, are made to lap over each 
other; and, in  practice, it has been found that the pro
portion in  which they do so is a point of considerable 
importance. The })roportion bet,veen the aperture and 
lap, which was found to be the best, is as three to two;
that is, for every inch of aperture, 1neasuring from floa.t 
to float, at the point \\'here the ,vater escapes, the floats 
shou_ld pass each other one and a half inch. It will be 
�an1fest that a slight deviation from this proportion, in 
either way, will not be attended by any sensible loss or 
power. Any considerable deviation, however, is fomid 

49 
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to be injuriou�. The mechanic 5hould be Cll'eful so to 
construct his wheel that the part or the aperture seen at 
e should be less th11n that seen at d. 

" Upcm the inner edge or the rim there is a projecting 
fillet, or ffaneh, which may he seen iri the section D, or 
this wheel, 11.t the lower part or Fig. 3, with this diffe
rence, th•t said fillets or flanehe.� 11re to l,e made flat, 
u they are to work •gains!, and not within, each other. 

"tWheels so constructed m,,y l,e applied either on B ho
ri?:onta.1 or vertical shaft, and either �irigly or i n  pain,
according to circumstances. 

�,;�·�·��(�l;I?\J�f �ff
tlin motion from such a 
!hart. S is thetlu,,ri-,;0111al 
aha rt, A the penstock, aml nB thetcistcrn; the heads, 

part, of cast·iron plates, 

. 
Je1,mrcly l,olted together. D D  are two water-wheel,, 
one of which is placed on each side of the cistern ll, their 
open ,nds standing agnin�t the side plates of the cistern, 
which are perforated, hning openingi in  them e11ual in 
1ize to those on the heads of the wheels, a11.1l l,eing con
centric with them. The fil let,  or flanch, upon the rim 
of each wheel. is macle flat, anti is fitted to run as c!O!Ocly 
to a similar fi llet or lbnch on the cistern head as may lie, 
without actually bu.ring against it, so ns to pre1·ent too 
much waste of water, and yet to a\·oicl friction by touch
ing it. 

" The 1izc of the orifices in  the wheel and cistcrD 
a c 0

r;•:::�c�1:�:!��.:�::�:t t��rt:rr��:t �h�::::;::�c!;::;:
Their a.re& should l,e ,uch as to permit the whole coluinn 
of w.ier to act unobstructcdly on the wheel, whatC\"eT 
.,.y be the height of the head. It i1 fo11nd that for • 



" Fig. 3 represents oue of the reactiug Figu,es. 

head of four feet, thehareahofthchoriliceshouldhnever he 
permitted to fall short of three times the number of 
square inches which can \Je delivered by all the open• 
ings of the floats. The pcnstock, or gate way, should 
also Le s1,fiicientlyhlargc to admit freely the same pro
portionate quantity of water through every part of il!I 
section; say about threehtimeshtlte area of the orifices 
ofhthehcisternhheadshandhwheels. 

" Forha greater head these openings must behpropor
tionally increased,horhthc whole intentionhwill behdefeat
ed, ashit ha.s been fro� want of attention to this princi
ple, thathnumeroushfai!ures have occnrred inhthehattempt 
tohdrivehmills hyhreactionhwhee\s. ,vhenever it ishpraci
ticable, the limit which has been given should be ex
ceeded, but never can be diminished without loss. 

" Instead of using a trunk or penstock, smaller than 
thehhorizontalhsection of thehcistern B,hextcndhthe sides 
front and ha.ck of said eistem,hupwards in one continued 
line, whenever the same can be done; the cistern aud 
penstock then form one trunk, ofhequalhseetion through
out. 

"'Vhcnhgreatcr power is requisite, placcihotherhreact
ing wheels, or pairs of wheels, upon the same shaft, so 
that each may operate in the same way. 

wheels, placed upon a vertical shaft, 
witl, the cistern by whicli i t  is sup
plied withhwater;hto this is also attached 
�hat is denominatedthehlighter, which is 
intended to relieve the lower gudgeon 
11.ndstep from thc pressure ofthehciolumn 
of water, and also, when dcsiretl, the 
weigh t of thehwheel,handhwhatever is at
tache1lthercto. Thehwholehbeingshown ioahverticalhsec
tion through thehaxis of thehwheel. 

"hA A  is the cistern of water, the construction of 
Whjeh, with its penstock, may be 5een at B A, fig. 4 . 

. "D the wheel, thehJlauch onhils upper side passing 
W1thinhthe edge of that on the lower plate of the cistern. 

" LhL the ligltter for relieving the gudgeon and step 
of the shaft and wheel from the downward preasure. 



" Tlietligliter is & circular plate oftil'On, concentric
witli the wheel, and attaehedtto thet"me shaft. Uron 
its lower side is a flaneh, or projecting rim, fitting into 
an orifice in the upper plate of tliecistern, i n the a.me 
manner in which that or the wheel f,tstinto the ]o,.·er 
plate; allowing, therefore, or a vertical motion or the 
ohaft to a certaine>:tcnt,twithout hinding upon th.e platu 
of the cistern. 

« ,J/romtthctequaltprcssure of fluids in al!tdircction1, 
the lighter, (when equal in  ibitarea to that of thctoriliee 
of thetwhec],J ,..ill bc prcssed upwards withtthetsametde
grce of force with which the latter, (the wheel,) i1 
pressed downwards; and if  made larger. it  will be prc:Med 
upwards with a greater force; and may betso propor
tioned u to takc off the weight both of the machinery 
and of the water, from the gudgeon and its step. 

l d n

1h���tc"ii;b:��
g
!�1r��! t;;e �\:�: of"thetoc:o�':�:�: 

and !!O al!!Otin the case of any odd number or ...-heel•, ei
therton a ,·crticaltorta horizo11taltahart. 

" °Fig. 4 rcprcscnt:i the Fipr, 4. 
double reacting wheel on 

a vcrticalshaft. A being
thctpcnstook-Btthct cis
tcrn-D D tthctwhccls,rc
volving: within the plateo 
o£ttht:tcistern iu the same 
mr.nner u the wheel and 

lighter in Fig. 3. 
" The upper wheel in 

this arrangement answers 
all the purp,oseo of the 
lighter in the former, the 
orilice of which m■y bc enlarged, if desired, with the 
111.metvic...-$." 

Thetforcgoing is a de,cription oftthc reaction wheel, 
u patented by Mr. Calvin Wing, and is given in the !111-
guagctofhistspccification; it exhibits,tliercforc,hi, views 
upon the $object. The buckets arc IIOITT�times IO made_•• 
no;. to lap, thetinncr end ofnnettermin■ting in a line .,..,th 
thc outcr cnd ortanother. Sornetpcrsons constructtthelll 
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so that the,.�buckets are adjustable, thus allowing the aper
tures to be enlarged or diminished, according to the 
quantity of water employed, or of machinery to be 
driven. There are, in fact, not fewer, we believe, than
elght or ten patents for different modifications of this 
wheel, and from the interest which it has excited, it may
be considered as in a fair way to have its relative merits 
fully tested. 



·�··· 



Octuple-Eeight times told. 
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.• 

Explanation of the Technical Terms, fc., used in thi, 
Work 

.Bpetture-The opening by which ,vater issues • 
.Brea-Plain surface, superficial conte1its • 
.Blgebraic signs used are + for more, or addition. - Less, sub

tracted. x Multiplication. + Di'1ision. = Equality. v The 
square root of; 86:J for 86 squared; 883 for 88 cubed. 

Biquadrate-A number squared, and the square multiplied into it
self-the biquad,ate of 2 is 16. 

Co1·ollary-Inference. 
Cuboch-A na1ne for the unit or integer of a power, being the effect 

procluced by one cubic foot of ,vater in one foot perpendicular de
scent. 

Cubicfoot efwater-,vhat a vessel one foot square and one foot 
deep ,vill hold. 

Cube of a number-The product of a number multiplied by itself 
twice. 

- Cube root of a number-Say of 8;-the number which multiplied 
into itself twice will produce 8; namely, 2. Or, it is that nu1nber 
by which if you divide a number twice, the quotient will be equal 
to itself. 

Decimal point-Set at the left hand of a figure, sho,vs the whole 
nun1ber to be divic.led into tens,e_as ,5  for /0ths; ,57 for /l" 7 

li"ths; 
,557 for //,;10th� parts. 

Equilibria, Equilibrium-Equipoise or balance of weight. 
Elastic-Springy. 
Friction-The act of rubbing together. 
Gravity-That tendency all matter has to fall down,vards. 
lf.vdrostatics-The science which treats of the weight of fluids. 
Hydraulics-rfhe science which treats of the motion of fluids, as in 

pumps, ,vater-works, &c. 
lmpulse.:......Force communicated by a stroke, or other power. 
Impetus-Violent effort of a body inclining to mo,·e. 
Momentum-'fhe force of a body in motion. 
Maximum-Greatest possible. 
Nonelastic-Without spring. 

ParClllJx-C'ontrary to received opinion; an apparent contradiction. 
, 1f! 
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. 300 EXPLANATION, &e. 

Percussion-Striking together, impact. 
Problem-A question proposed. 
Quadruple-Four times, fourfold. 
Radiu.,-Half the diameter of a circle. 
Right angle-A line square. or perpendicular to another. 

Squared-�1ultiplie<l into itself; 2 squared is 4. 
Theory-Speculative plan existing only in the mind. 
Tangent-A line perpendicular to, or square ,vith, a radius, and 

touching thl' periphery of a circle. 
Theorem-Po!;ition laid down as an ackno,vledged truth. A rule. 
Veloci(y-Swiftnesli of n1otion. 
Virtual or effective descent oj.water-(See Article 61. 

SCALE FROM WHICH 'fHE FIGURES ARE DRAWN IN 
THE PLA'fES FROM II. TO XI. 

PLATE II. Fig. 1 1 ,  12,8 feet to an inch; fig. 19, 10 feet to an inch. 
III. Fig. 19, 20, 23, 26, 10 feet to an inch. 
IV. Fig. 28, 29, SO, 31, 32, 53, 10 feet to an inch. 
VI. Fig. 1, 10 feet to an inch; fig. 2, S, 8, 9, 10, 11,  2 feet 

to an inch. 
VII. Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15, 2 feet to an inch; fig. 16, 10 feet 

to an inch. 
X. Fig. 1 ,  2, 18  feet to an inch; fig. H, I, in fig. 1, 4 feet 

to an inch. 
XI. Fig. t, 2, s, 2 feet to an inch; fig. 6, a, 1 foot to an inch. 

THE END. 

.! 
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I The velocity oftlte 
w ee . 

ERRATA� 

f>.lea 9-line 4th, from bottom, for " relate," read ,.tia,n.:
16-caption of Article 6, for " power," read power,. 
48-1. 17th, for " this ]Qnd," readjirat kind. 
49-1. 7th, for " part," read where. -

Vv'P-1
72-at the end of problem read V= /-=16,2 _vP . h 1 
95-l 15th, for " inches,'' read .arches . . 
98-/. 10th, for "  into," read in. 

""113-/. 8th, after " cubochs," insert ·of power. 
193-l. 13th, for " not be," read be not. 
203-L 9th, from bottom, for " wagonner," read wagq,ur. 

�l. 12th, from bottom, for " wooden," read wood . 
• 

252-Z. 11th, f'or "81," read 31. 
271-first line of prefatory remarks, relld wa.,&-written. 
290-l. 1 and 2� from bottom, dele un-fore. 

:, 


	Structure Bookmarks
	A.PPENDIX, 
	CONTAINING 
	all. Description of a Merchant Flour 111ill, on the most approved Construction, with the recent Improvements, with two additional Plates, 
	AND OLIVER EV ANS, ENGINEERS; 
	BY CADWALLADER 

	AND 
	EXTRACTS 
	FROll SOME OF THE BEST MODERN WORKS ON THE SUBJECT OF MILLS, ,vITH OBSERVATIONS BY THE EDITOR. 
	Description, of a ltierchant Flour Mill, driving four CADWALLADER and OLIVER EvANs, Engineers, Philadelphia. 
	_ Pairs· of five feet Mill-Stonel; arranged by 

	PLATE XXVII. 
	·1-A l1ollow cast-iron shaft, circular, 15 inches in diameter, except at those points where the wa�er and n1ain bevel wheels are hung, where it is increased to 19 inches in diameter. 1he water-wheel is secured on this shaf't by 3 sockets, as represented in Plate XXVIII., fig. 3, and makes 10 revolutions per minute. 
	"'

	·rhe m?,in driving bevel-wheel, on the water-wheel shaft, 8 feet in diameter, to the pitch line; 100 cogs,3 inches pitch, and 8 inches on the face; revolving 10 
	2 

	• I • 
	3-bevl-wheel on , 4,eet in diameter to 
	Ł 
	Ł
	the 
	upright
	f

	· 
	· 
	p5? cogi, same itch-Łd .face of cogs 
	itch 
	line; 
	p
	-
	Ł
	as 
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	above, revolving 20 times per minuteŁ 
	4 Łhe large pit spurwheeŁ, making 20 evoluions per minuteŁ ŁŁŁttŁ nIŁ1ameter, to pitch line;" lit, 
	:
	Ł
	Ł
	, 
	Ł 
	!
	Ł
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	·, 
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	Cogs, 3 inches pitch, face 10 inches; this wheel gives
	•
	motion to 
	motion to 
	motion to 
	on the spindles of the mill
	-


	5, 5, 5, 5-Four pinions 
	5, 5, 5, 5-Four pinions 
	; 


	stones, 18,1 inches in diameter to pitch line, 19 cogs, 
	6, 6, 6, 6--Iron upright shafts, extending the height of the buŁlding, and cou pied at each story. 
	7, 7, 7, 7-Are 4 pairs of :five feet mill-stones, making lŁO revolutions per minute. Two of them shown in elevation; and the position of the 4, shown in Plate 
	XXVIII. as represented by the dotted lines, fig. 1. 
	8-A pulley on the upright shaft, which, by a band, gives motion to 8 The fan fol-cleaning grain, revolving 140 times per minute, wings 3 feet long, 20 inches in width. 
	Figure
	9-A bevel wheel 2 feet diameter, cogs 2 inches pitch, face 2,5 inches, on the upright shaft, gearing into a bevel wheel, the face 'Of which is shown, drives the 
	_;!_ 

	bolting screen 18 revolutions per minute. 
	10-A bevel wheel on upright shaft, 56 cogs, 2 inches pitch, 2,5 inches face, gearing into 
	10--A bevel wheel on the shaft of the bolting reels, 31 cogs, same pitch and face. 
	10, 10--Are two of four bolting reels shown, 18 feet long, 30 inches diameter, revolving 36 times per minute. 
	11-A large pulley on the upright shaft, which, by a band, gives motion t0uthe,rubbing stones 11. 12-A bevel wheel, on the top of the upright shaft, gearing into )2-A bevel wheel, on the horizontal end 
	shaft, 
	at 
	one 

	of which is 
	,-gearing into a bevel wheel 
	13-A bevel wheel, 1 foot diameter

	14 of 5 feet diameter, which reduces the motion of the hopper-boy dowŁ to 4 revolutions per minute, whicsweeps a circle of 20 feet. 
	h 

	,15-Meal elevator attending 4 pairs of stones. 
	16. Grain elevator. 
	,j 
	p
	•. 
	ŁPacling.:room and press • 
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	. PLATE XXVIIIŁ 
	Figure 1. 
	A bird's eye view of the of giving motion tQ pairs of mill-stones. 
	mode 
	4 

	4 The large pit spur-wheel, driving at equal distances 
	on its periphery, the pinions , 5, 5, 5-attached to the spindles of the mill-stones. 7, 7, 77-Mill-stones, 5 feet diameter, represented by 
	5
	, 

	Figu1·e 2. 
	An enlarged view _of the cuplingŁ of the t1pright shaft. 
	Ł

	They are of cast-iron, with their holes truly 
	reamed, 

	to receive the ends of the iron upright shafts. 
	2-The fa�e of a coupling, divided into 6 equal parts, radiating from the centre: three of the parts project, and three are depressed; so that when two of them are coupled, the projections of one will fill the depressionsin the other, as I, the coupling connected. 
	Figure 3. 
	A. cast-iron socket for the water-wheel; it is a plate ¾th:r ,. 
	of an inch thick; the eye for the shaft to pass through

	. I¼ inch thick, and 12 inches deep: the sockets, foy receiving the arms, are 14 inches long, and have projections 5 inches deep; 3 3 3, &c., are the projections;: intermediate space, between the sockets, are cut out to lessen the weight of metal, hut in such a manner as to preserve the strength. It requires three or these sockets for a large water-wheel; the arms for receiving the buckets, are dressed to fit tightly in the 
	the 
	·

	80ckets, and secured firmly by bolts, as 2 2. 
	Figure 4, 
	ls an arm for the watet'-,vheel, as dressed; 1, the end to be bolted in the socket; 2, the d for screwing on the bucket. The advantages of this mode of constructing waterŁ 
	en

	.. 
	' 
	,, 
	Figure
	•
	t 
	t
	' 
	f 
	t 
	r 
	t 
	I
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	; 
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	wheels, is, that the shaft is not weakened, by having mor• tises cut in to receive the arm : that it is not so liable to decay, and if an arm, or bucket_, be destroyed by accident, they can be dressed the mill stopped, only while you unscrew the broken part, and replace it a new one. 
	out, and 
	by 

	Figitre 5. 
	An elevation of the flour press. 1, the barrel of flour; 2, the funnel; 3 3, the driver; 4 5, the lever; 4 3, the connecting bars, fastened by a strong pin to each side of the lever, at 4, and to the driver at 3. 6, a strong bolt, passing through the floor. and keyed below the joist: there is a hole in the upper part of the bolt, to 
	. receive a pin which the lever works on, ,vhich, when brought down by the hand, moves the pin 4, in the dotted circle; the connecting bars drawing do,vn the driver 3 3, pressing the flour into the barrel; and as it becomes harder packed, the power of the machine increases; as the pin 4 approaches the bolt 6, the under sliding part of the lever is drawn out, to increase its length; and is assisted in rising by a weight fastened 
	to a line passing over pu11eys. 
	When the pin 4 is brought down ,yithin half an inch of the centre of the bolt 6, or plumb line, the power in• creases from 1 to 288; and with the aid of a sirnple ,vheel and axis, as 1 to 15, from 288 to 4320; 01·, if the wheel artd axis be as 1 to 30, it will be increased to 4320; that is to say, one man ,vill press as hard with this 1nachine as 8640 men could do ,vith their natural strength. It is extremely well calculated for cotton, tobacco, cider, or, in short, any thing that requires a powerful press 
	_

	Operation of the l\1ill :-The grain, after having been weighed, by drawing a slide, is let into the grain elevator then hoisted to the top of the building, and by a spout moving on a circle, can be deposited into spouts leading to any pof the mill, ,vhen wanted for use: by drawing sliders in other spouts, converging to the grain elevator 16, it can be re-elevated, and thrown into hopper of the rubbing stones 11; after passing through which, it descends into the bolting screen 9, and when 
	16, 
	art 
	the 

	screened, falls into the fan 8, is there cleaned, and from that descends into a very large hopper, over the centre 
	_ of the four pairs of mill-stones, ,vhich are supplied regularly with grain. After being ground, the meal descends into a chest, is taken by the elevator 15, to the top f the building, there deposited under the hopper-boy,which spreads, cools, and co11ects· it to the bolting reels,where the several qualities are separated, and the flour 
	o

	Łesce11ds into the packing room 17, where it is packed 1n barrels. 
	By this arrangement, we dispense with all conveyers,and have only one grain, and one flour elevator, to atnd t\vo pair of stones; we also dispense with one-half the quantity of gearing usually put into mills, and, consequently, occupy n1uch less space, leaving the rest of building for stowing grain, &c. 
	te
	the 

	All the wheels in this mill are of cast-iron, and the face of the cogs very deep; for experience justifies the assertion that depth of face in cog-wheels, when propery constructed, does not increase friction; and that the Wheels will last treble the time, by a small increase or depth; we recommend the main driving wheels to be 10�ches on the face. The journals ofa11 shafts, when greatpressure is applied, should·be of double the length now generally used; increase of length does not increase fric!ion; say 
	l
	i

	inches. 
	Draughts of mills are furnished bythe subscribers; and the cast-iron work can be obtained, at the Steam Enginel\ilanufactory and Iron Foundry of Messrs. Rush & Muhlenberg, Bush Hill, Philadelphia. 
	CAD"\V ALLADER EVANS, OLIVER EV ANS. 
	CAD"\V ALLADER EVANS, OLIVER EV ANS. 
	June 15', 1826. 
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	'\VATER·WHEELS. 
	On the Con,truction of Water-Wheels, and tlie Method of applying the propelling them, so as toproduce the greatest Effect. 
	Water .for 

	The following article is from the pen of a practical en· 
	_giJleer of experience and talents; his observations are, in general, in perfect accordance \vith those of the editor.The principles which he advocates are undoubtedly cor:rect, and it is hoped that their publication in this \\'Ork wi1J induce some of our most intelligent mill-wrights to forsake the beaten track, and to practise the modes. re.. Let them recollect that l\1r. Parkin \vas not a mere theorist, but a practical man, like themselves. The death of this gentleman has deprived society of the services
	· 
	· 
	commended
	-

	[FR.OM 'J''HE I'RANKLIN JOURNAL,] 
	In constructing,vater-,vheels, especially those of greatpower, the introduction of iron is. a most essential im· r.rovement; and if this metal, and artisans skilled in working it, could be obtained at reasonab1e rates, water-wheels might he made wh.ol1y of it, and would prove, ultimately, the cheapest; as,. if managed with due care, and worked with ,pure {not salt} water, they ,vould last for centuries; ·but, as the first cost would be an objection, I would re· commend, in all very large wheels, that the a
	· 
	cast 

	_
	hollow, and 10 the hexagon or octagon form, with a strong 
	,
	iron flancho. fix each set of arms, and the cog-wheeupon; these :fianches to be firmly fixed in their placewith steel keys.
	, t
	l
	s 

	On the adaptation of water-wheels to the differet lleights of the \Vater fa11s by which they are to be \vorkI will remark that falls of from 2 to 9 feet are most d-Yantag_eously worked \vith the undershot wheel; falls 
	n
	ed
	, 
	a
	· 
	of 
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	10 feet and upwards by the bucket or breast ,vhee], which, up to 20 or 25 feet,.ought to be made about one• sixth higher than the fall of water by which it has to be Worked; and in wheels of both descriptions, the water ought to ffo,v on the wheel from the surface of the dam. am aware that this principle is at direct variance with established practice, and perhaps there are few\Vheels in th·ese States that can be worked, as they are now fixed, by thus applying the water; the reasons will he apparent f1·01n 
	I 
	the 

	In adjusting the proportions of the internal wheels by Which machinery is propelled, it is necessary, in order obtain the greatest )lo\ver, to limit the speed of the skirt of the ,vater-,vheel, so that it shall not be more than 4 to 5 feet per second; it having been ascertained baccurate experin1cnts, that the greatest obtainableforce of water, is within these limitsŁ As a fa1ling body,Water descends at the speed of about 16 fe'et in the first !tcond, and it ,viii appear evident that if a Water-wheel Łs Łeq
	to 
	from 
	y 

	_
	s loaded has to descend 10, 1 l, or 12 feet per second, at which rate ,vhee)s are gene1-a.Jly constructed to work,
	lt 
	t

	Ł very large proportion of the power is Jost, or, rather,ls spent, in destroying, by. unnecessary friction, th_eWheel upon which it is flowingŁ
	In the common ,vay of constructing mill ,vork, and ot applying ,vater to ,vheels, it has been found indispensanecessary to have a. head of from 2 to 4 feet aboveeaperture through which the ,vater flo,vs into the or against the floats of a water-,vhccl, in order be able to load the ,vheel instantaneously, ,vithout 
	bly 
	· 
	t
	he 
	b
	uckets, 
	to 

	_
	ch precaution, it could not be driven at the required seed: fron1 this circun1stance it tras been erroneously in .. red, that the impulse or shock which a wter-wheel, filled, receives, is greater than the power tn be derived om the actual gravity of the ,vater alone. Ł'his theory! have heard n1aintained among practical 1nen; but it is,n fact, only resorting to one error to rectify another. Overshot ,vheels have been adopted, in numerous cases,blerely for.the purpose of getting the water more readi.. 
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	ly into the buckets; but confine the wheel to the proper 
	working speed, and that diffiŁulty will not. exist.
	In consequence of the excessive speed at which wa .. ,
	ter-whee]s are generally driven, a small accumulation of
	back water either suspendg or materially retards their 
	operations; but, by properly confining their speed, the 
	resistance from back water is considerably diminished,
	and only amounts to about the same thing as working 
	from a dan1 as many inches lower, as the wheel is im-· 
	mersed; and in undershot wheels ,vorked from a low head, 
	or situated in the tide-,vay, the resistance from back wa
	ter may be farther obviated by placing the floats not ex
	actly in a line from the centre of ttre wheel, but deviating 
	6 or 8 inches from it, so as to favour the water in leaving 
	the ascending float. 
	In constructing water-,vheels to be driven at the speed of4 or 5 feet per second, it will be requisite to make them broader, to ,vork the san1e quantity of water ,vhich is required to drive a quick-speeded ,vheel. Thus, if a per.son intending to erect a mill, has a stream sufficient tQ work a wheel 5 feet broad, the skirt to 1nove 10 feet persecond, it is evident that if he wishes to work all the water whicl1 such wheel takes, he must have his wheel 10. or 12 feet broad, instead of 5, other,vise the water 
	ter, are
	-

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The Jesscning of friction (and first }>air of _hcog-wheels) by ,vhich, with a little care, n1ay be kept regularly cool, and the shaft or be preserved much longer in use than when the gudcannot be kept cool. 
	upon 
	the main 
	gudgeon
	s,
	they 
	axis 
	geons 


	2. 
	2. 
	By working water upon the principle of its actugravity alone, and applying it al,vays at the height othe surface of the dam, its power is double what is obtained by the common method of applying it. 
	a
	l 
	f 


	3. 
	3. 
	The expensive penstock required to convey the to the ,vheels, generally used, ,viii not be 
	water 
	need
	ed
	, 



	\ 
	as one much shallower, and consequently less expensive, will be sufficient. 
	4. The resistance of back water reduced as far as possible. 
	is 

	5. The risk or fire is less, as the friction is reduc
	ed. 

	W. PARKIN, Engineer. 
	September 24, 1825. 
	That water, whenever the fall is sufficient, ought always to be applied upon the principle of its actual gravity, appears to be a conclusion so obvious, that it is astonishing it should ever be disputed. The acknowledged difference between the effect of overshot and undershot wheels, is an. evidence of the truth of the principle. The whole moving power of water is derived from its gravity; it is this which causes it to fall, and although in falling from a given height it acquires velocity, its gravitati
	It has been stated by Mr. Evans, and is generally believed by mill-wrights, that it is necessary to give a much 'l'eater velocity to wheels, than that which is recommended by· Smeaton and others, in to cause the mill to run steadily, and prevent being suddenly checked by any increased resistancThis is saying that the \\'ater-wheel ought to be made to operate as a flywhee1, whicl1 it will not do if motion be slow. The objection to this is t\vofold. By giving to the skirt of 
	g
	order 
	its 
	e. 
	its 
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	the wheel a motion much exceeding 4 or 5 feet per sea mum, and this loss of power is perpetual; wasting a congiderable portion of water, to convert the water-wheel into a fly-wheel, whic11 water might be employed in giving greater po,ver mill. When a mill, from the nature of the work it has to perform, requires the action of a fly-whee], the situation of the water-wheel is often the worst that could be devised for this purpose,especially ,vhere there is any considerable gearing in the mill. A fly-wheel does
	cond, its power is considerably reduced below the maxi
	4 
	4 
	to 
	the 
	which 

	Although ,ve have spoken highly of the general views given by Mr. Parkin, in his communication to the Frank• Jin Journal, he has fallen into some mistakes, \Vhich ,vere pointed out by a writer in the same publication, Vol. IV.,page 166. A part of this communication is subjoined, as it contains remarks, and a tabular view of the velocities attained, and the distances fallen through, bybodies,in fractional parts of a second, which of great 
	may 
	be 

	,, I suppose that, at the present day, no man who pro• fesses to be of directing the construction of a ,vater-wheel, or of estimating the amount of a po\ver, of t_he fact, that \Vater falls through·adistancsixteen feet in the first second. But I suspect that many ,vho assume the above qualifications, do not know the ratio of increase, either in the distance, 
	capable 
	water 
	is 
	ignorant 
	e 
	or 
	about 

	I have dra,vn this conclusion, not only
	from conversations \Vith several practical engineers, but,also, from essays 1>uhlishc<l in our scientific journals. As an instance of the latter, I ,viii select, for its convenience 
	orreference, an article 011,vater-wheels, published in this Journal, (Vol. I. p. 103,) which, being the production of practical engineer, and having the inspection of a scientific committee, may be considered as corroboratingmy commencing observations. In the third paragraph of that article, is the following sentence: 'As a falling body,water descends at the speed of nearly 16 feet in the firstsecond, and it will appear evident, that if a water-wheelis required to be so driven, that the ,vater ,vith ,vhich 
	a 
	passed 

	'' Here, in the first place, ,ve find speed, or velocity, confounded with the distance fallen in the first second;whereas, the latter is 16 feet, and the former is accele�rated, from nothing, at the commencement, to 32 feet per second, at the end of the first second; so that this part of the sentence conveys, strictly, no intelligiblemeaning; it is, nevertheless, made a standard, by a com• -parison between which, and any given velocity of a water-wheel, we are to 'infer the loss of power sustained through 
	'' I have made a calculation of the distances, and velocities, attained by falling hodie:;, in various fractional parts ofa second, which ishere introduced for the inof those practical and theoretical engineers, who have avoided the Jabour of doing it for themselves.
	-
	· 
	formation 

	'' I have proceedecl on the following established data;namely:
	-

	,, Heavy bodies fall through stance of 16 feet, inthe first second; at the end of \Vhich, they have acquired a velocity of 32 feet per second.-The velocity increases 
	a 
	di
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	as the times.-The distance increases as the square of 
	the times. 
	Velocity attained 
	Time of Descent. Distance fallen. per eecond.
	-
	feet. inches. feet. incbee. 
	\ 

	1· 0 0 3 Ł 0 0 6
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	5 
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	1 
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	.
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	-
	-
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	--
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	-
	-
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	4 
	16
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	1
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	5 
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	5 
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	3 
	20
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	21 
	-
	-
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	22 

	• 
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	23
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	3-4ths of a sec. 9 0 24 
	2.5· 9 925 
	-
	-
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	26 
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	26 
	Z7 
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	27
	28 , 32nda of a sec. 12 3 
	28 
	29 
	13 12 
	--
	29 

	30 
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	--
	30

	81 
	15 O¼ 31
	-
	-

	I' 
	16

	--32 
	2 
	, seconds. 
	15 
	64 
	64

	3600 480

	14400 960
	14400 960
	30J . --

	1 minute. 
	57600 

	1920 
	'' To determine what proportion of a given water power is lost by a given velocity of the wheel, it is only necessary to ascertain what distance the water must 
	de
	-
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	Scend to acquire that velocity. Then, this distance com-pared with the whole fall, answers the question. Thust suppose the whole fall to 10 feet, and the velocity of the wheel 4 feet per second; this velocity is due to a fall 3 inches, or one-fortieth part or the whole fall, whicl1 is the proportion sought. Or, suppose th€ velocity to h13 feet per second, which is due to a fall of 2 feet 7i inches, then the loss is rather more than one-fourth of the whole fall of 10 feet. But, it must be especially noted, 
	be 
	of 
	e 
	the 
	-

	ortant an<l frequent cause of loss. L. M.'' 
	p

	With respect to the actual ad vantage of giving to overshot wheels a motion n1uch less rapid than that usually given, the following example ,vill probably have more effect on the mind of the n1ere practical workman, than reasoning that could be offered; and, in fact, reason
	any 
	-

	.
	would be of little value, were it not supported by
	1ng 

	practical results. 
	· The subjoined account is from the Technical RŁposi• tory, a work published in Londont:
	-

	,, On the comparative Jl.dvanlaf]y·es of <lifferent JJate,·Wheels, erected in, the United States of .11.rnerica, by JAco.s PERKINS, Esq.; artcl in, this Country, by lllt". GEORGE MAN WA HING, Engi1iee1·. 
	T

	'' Mr. PERKINS erected, at Newburyport, n ,vater-
	�heel of 30 feet in dian1eter, on the plan of ,vhat is termed in An1erica, a pitch-bac/1; but, in this country, a backt; that is, one which receives the water nea1' to its but not upon it, as in overshot-1»heels; this is, in, the n1ost judicious mode of laying water u1>011 the ":heel; as, in case of floods, the wheel n1oves in the same 1�ecti�n ,vith the \\'ater, and uot. in the opposite one;t. nither is it encumbered, as in the overshot \\'heel, with 
	ihu
	top, 
	deed
	d
	e

	._a useless load of water at its top, where it does nothin. 47 
	g 

	. if' 
	:

	• 
	·"" 
	\ 
	• 
	i
	i 
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	but add to the weight upon the necks or pivots of thewheel-shaft, and to the consequent loss of power by theincreased friction upon them; whereas, in the pitch-back, or back-shut wheel, the water is laid on at a point, where it acts by its leverage in impelling the whee1, has yet time to become settled in the buckets, previous]y toits reaching the point level ,vith the axis, ,vhere it acts with its greatest power. The ,vheel itself ,vas constructed of oak, but ,vith iron buckets; and it had a ring of teeth
	and 
	·

	''hMr.hPerkins placed his pinion as close as possible un..der the pentrough, \Vhich delivered the ,vater upon thewhee]; and he thus greatly lessened the ,veight upon thenecks or,gudgeons of the ,vheel-shaft, by suspending it, as it were, upon the pinion; whereas, had he, as is usual,placed it on a horizontal line with the axis of the ,vheel, and on the opposite side of it, he ,vou]d have loaded the necks with a doub)e ,veight; nainely, the ,vater upon one side of the ,vheel, nnd the resistance oppose(l by t
	1"he 
	demo
	nstrated 
	pe
	rf
	orn1 
	its 
	,v
	ork, 
	with 
	great 
	satis"
	its 
	:fire. 

	'' A11 opportunity soon presented itself of compttringthe advantages of this water-wheel with another, whicthe proprietors were induced to erect, on the represtations of a mill-wright, that the wheel was too high, that it would b·e much better, ,vere it only twenty-three fee.t in diameter, an<l received its water at the breast. 
	h 
	en· 
	and 
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	The trial, however, })roved, that in d1·iving the nail machinery, which had escaped the :fire that destroyed theWater-wheel, the n,ew wheel required the quantity ! of ioater to work it which, actuated tlie former one, only did the same work.
	twice 
	and 

	'' Mr. Manwaring has also had an opportunity of veri• fying, in this country, the advantages of a construction similar to Mr. Perkins's, in a cast-iron back-shut waterwheel of the sa1ne diameter as his, (namely, thirty feet,) and ,vhich also has a ring of teeth around it, driving apinion of three feet in diameter, posited on the san1e sidethe wheel as Mr. Perkins's, but not quite so high, it being a little above the centre of the wheel, and the teeththe wheel and pinion are always kept ,vet. This wheel is 
	of 
	of

	'' We are glad to ha,·e this opportunity of communi. 
	'
	eating these valuable practical facts: the same results being also obtained in t,vo countries so ,videly separated asthe United States and England, n1ake them n1ore valuaand prove, that ,vhen persons think rightly, thenaturally think alike.'' 
	ble; 
	y
	w
	ill 

	The foregoing example, although it relates to a JJit�hwheel, n1ay serve our purpose as well as if'l"'it hadan overshot; there being an evident similarity beean overshot, ,vith the ,vater delivered on the top, but little head, and the pitc/i-back, as constructed bMr. Perkins; and also, bet\Veen an overshot ,vith con•erable head, anq the breast wheel.
	back 
	be
	en 
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	en. 
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	re111arks n1ade upon pitch-back wl1eels, are worthy the serious attention of the mill-\vright. Mr. Evans Vy correctly con1pares them, in their action, to over
	The 
	er
	-
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	sl1ots: Mr. Ellicott thinks '' an overshot with equal head and fall, is fully equal in power;'' and has dismissed them in a very few words. 1"he reason of this is evident; the head, which they thought to be necessary, was not so easily managed \vith the pitch-back, as with the overshot; but when it is admitted, that the water should be delivered at the surface of the dam, that the velocity of the wheel should not exceed 4 or 5 feet per second, and that its capacity for containing water should be increased,
	With respect to undershot wheels, Mr. Evans concludes that they ought to 1nove with a velocity nearly equal to two-thirds of that of the ,vater, and Mr. Ellicott estitnates the velocity at quite t\vo-thirds. It would be saying but little to assert that this did not agree with theory; but it does not accord \vith the opinions of many intelligent and experienced mill-wrights. It ,vas asserted, upon theory, that the 1>0\ver of an undershot wheel would be at a 1naximun1, \\'hen the velocity of the floats of t
	, 
	aking 
	to 
	2
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	The succeeding observations are extracted from '' Practical Essays on Mi11-,vork and other Machinery, by Robertson Buchanan.'' Cast iron is very generallyemployed in England, not only for the wheel-work of mills, but, also, for many parts of the framing; the same practice obtains in those parts of our own country, where castings can be procured with facility, and will gainground as its real value becomes known. Of course, the following extracts apply, in many instances, to the use of this material; hut it w
	''.fl.hPractical Inquiry respecting the '-Ytrength and Durability of the Teeth of Wheels used in Mill-worh. 
	'' Having treated of the forn1s of the teeth of wheels,I come now to consider their proportional strength, with :relation to the resistance they have to overcome. 
	'' I am aware, that o\-ving to a great variety of circumstances, this subject is involved in mucl1 difficulty; and that it is no ea8y task to form any general rule with regard to the pitches ancl breadths of the teeth of wheels. I do not Jlretend to 1nore than a mere approximation towards genera] rules; yet, \\·ere this judiciously done, I am of opinion that it might be useful to the tnill-wright, ho has not had leisure or opportunity for scientific inquiries. A rule, though not absolutely perfect, is b
	w
	in 
	all 

	'' And it is too evident to require proof, that it is essential to the beauty and utility of any machine, that the strength and bulk of its several parts be duly proporned to the stress, or \Vear, to which the parts may be ject.
	tio
	sub

	'' Some general observations on the ,vheel \Vork of , will serve greatly to si1np1ify our inquiries on the ject.'' 
	tnill
	s
	sub

	-· 
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	'' General Observations on the Wheel-Work of Mills .e. 
	'' Mistaken attempts a� economy have often prompted.the use of wheels of too This is an evil ,vhich ought carefully to be avoided. l{nowing the pressure on the teeth, ,ve cannot, with propriety, reduce the diameter of the ,vheel below a certain measure. 
	s1nall 
	diameter. 

	'' Suppose, for instance, a ,vater-wheel of 20 horses'hpower, moving at the pitch line ,vith a velocity of 3½ feet per second. It is kno\vn, that a 1>inion of 4 feet diameter might work into it, ,vithout impropriety; but ,ve also kno,v that it would be exceedingly in1proper to substitute a pinion of only one foot diameter, although thepressure and velocity at the pitch lines, in both cases,would be, in a certain sense, the san1e. In the case ofthe small pinion, however, a much greater stress ,vould be thr
	· 

	journals. "l'he s1naJI pinion is a]so evidently liable to wear much faster, on account of the more frequent recurrence of the friction of each particular tooth.
	'' That these observations are not without foundation, is kno\vn to 1nill-wrights of experience. rfhey have found a great saving of po\ver, by altering corn mwills, for example, fro1n the old plan of using on)y one ,vheel and pinion, ( or trundle,) to the 1nethod of bringing up the motion, by means of 1nore ,vheels and pinions, and of larger diameters and finer pitches.
	'' The increase of po,ver has often, by these 1neans, been nearly doubled, ,vhile the tear ancl ,vear has beenniuch lessened; although it is evident, the 1nachinery,thus altered, ,vas more complex. 
	'' The due consideration of the proper comtnnnication of the original 1>0,ver, is of great i111portance for the struction of mills, on the best 1>rinciples. It 1nay easily 
	con
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	he seen that, in many cases, a very great portion of the original power is expended, before force is actuallyappliecl to the work intended to be performed. 
	any 

	'' N atwithstanding the n1odern i1nprovements in thistlepartment, there is still much to be done. In the usualinodes of constructing mi11s, due attention is seldom given.to scientific principles. It is certain, ho\\'ever, that . were these principles better attended to, tnuch power,that is unnecessarily expended, ,vould be saved. In general, this might be, in a great measure, obtained, bybringing on the desired motions in a gradual manner, be .. ginning \Vith the first very slo\v, and gradually bringingtlp
	con

	1Ł also equally obvious, that the breadth of the teeth, in the case of the sn1all pinion, ought to be much greater than that in the case of the larger pinion. 
	'' It is evident, ho,vever, that although great advan• tage may often be derived fron1 a fine pitch, that there is a litnit in this respect, as also \Vith regard to the breadth,We shall endeavour to find some trace of this limit in \vhat follo,vs; and that we may the better do this, we shall call in the aid of propositions, ,vhich are true ,vith respect to pieces of titnber, or rnetal, subjected to ordicauses of pressure. It is allo,ved, that they cannot e, in strictness, be de1nonstrated, as applicable ta
	nary 
	her
	With 
	For 

	•
	isearctruths of curious or profound 1nathematical 
	n 
	h of 

	Łpeculation, of that kind of evidence of ,vhich the subŁ.Ject adtnitsand \vhich n1ay be sufficiently satisfactory any lractical purpose. 
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	'' As cast-iron pinions are now genŁrally used, and as the teeth of the pinion are most Łubject to wear, I think we are safe in the present inquiry, in considering them all as cast-iron. 
	'' The laws to which I have alluded in this investiga .. tion, are these :
	-

	,, ' Principles of proportioning the Stren,gth of Teeth of Wheels. 
	,, ' Principles of proportioning the Stren,gth of Teeth of Wheels. 
	'' ' PROPOSITION l. 

	'' ' The 8t1·ength of any Piece of Timber or Metal, whose Section is a Rectangle, is in direct Proportion to the Breadth, and as the Square of the Depth,.'* 
	'' ' The 8t1·ength of any Piece of Timber or Metal, whose Section is a Rectangle, is in direct Proportion to the Breadth, and as the Square of the Depth,.'* 
	'' Hence may be inferred, that the strength or the teetl1 of wheels, moving at the same velocity·, and under the same circumstances, is directly in proportion to their breadth, and as the square of their thickness. Thus,for example, if we double the breadth, we only double the strength; but if we double the thickness, or, in other words, double the pitch, k:eeping the original breadth, we increase the strength four times. 
	'' For although ,vhen ,vheels are ,vorking accurately, the strain is, at the same time, divided over several teeth; yet as a very small inaccuracy, or even the interposition of any small body, such as a chip of ,vood, or stone,throws the ,vhole stress u1>on a single tooth, in practice; therefore, and in order to simplify this case, \VC may consider the strength of a single tooth, as resisting the pressure of the whole ,vork:. 
	'' Łut as Łof the teeth commonly varies ,vith 
	t
	e 
	l
	Ł
	ngth 

	and the most simple view ,ve can take that of having the strain outward extremity: ,ve have then the following proposi· tion to guide this part of our inuiry:
	of 
	it 
	se
	ems 
	to 
	be 
	of 
	each 
	tooth, 
	thrown 
	all 
	to 
	the 
	q
	-

	,, ' PROPOSl'l'ION II. 

	'' ' lj any Force be applied laterally to a Lever 
	'' ' lj any Force be applied laterally to a Lever 
	01· 

	• See E1nerson, Jrop. 67. 
	>
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	11eam, the Stress upon any Plate is directly as the Force 
	·
	und its .Distance from that Plate.'* . 
	'' ' PROPOSITION III. 
	·
	''h' The Pitch being the same, the Ł'tress-zs inversely 
	as the Velocity.'t 
	. 

	· 
	'' For examp]eif the pitch lines of one pair of wheels be moving at the rate or 6 feet in a second, and another pair of wheels, in every other respect -under the same circumstances, be moving at the rate of 3 feet iu a second, the stress on the latttr, is double of that on the fortner.'·' 
	·h
	''Of artanging the Numbers of Wheel:.. Work. 
	'' In a machine, the velocity <?f the impellŁd point 
	�hould be to that of the working point, in the ratio ,vhich is adapted to the maximum efl'ect of the moving po�er on the one part, and the best \Vorking effect on the other part. Any other arrangement of the relative motions of the parts of a machine must clearly be attended with a. loss of power, or the work will not be done properly. But when the best working velocity is known, and, also, that ,vhich enables the first mover to produce the greatest effect, the proper arrangement of the numb�rs of the :, i
	teeth of the ,vhecls and pinions

	'• It will be an -advantage to_ advertise the young meof one or t,vo essential particulars, before proceeding to the principal obj.ect. . '' In the first place, \\'hen the ,vheels drive the pinions, number of teeth in any one pinion should not be less than 8-; but rather let there he 11 or 12 if it can be one Conveniently. And in the particular for1n of teeth previously described, the nu1nber of teeth in a pinion should nbe less than 10; but it would he better to have 13 
	chanic 
	the 
	d
	ot 

	or 14. ' Secondly-When the pinions drive the wheels, the nr of teeth on a I>inion n1ay be less; but it will not, 
	'
	umbe

	t See Emerson, Prop. 119Ł Rule & 
	48 
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	in any case, be desirable to have fewer than 6 teeth on a pinion; and give the preference to 8 or 9, ,vhere it can be done with convenience. 
	'' Thirdly-The number of teeth in a wheel should beprime to the nun1ber of teeth in its pinion; that is, thenumber representing the teeth in the \vheel should not he divisible by the number of teeth in the pinion without a remainder. And as the nun1bers of pinions ,vill, in general, be first settled, it will be an ad vantage to take a prin1e number for each pinion, as 7, ll, 13, 17, 19, 23, &c., because such numbers are more seldom factors than others. But when it happens that a prime number can he directly
	'' Fourthly-If it be desired that a given increase ordecrease of velocity should be communicated ,vith the least quantity of wheel work, it has been sho,vn that the number of teeth on each pŁnion should he to the number on its wheel, as 1: 3,59 (Dr. Young's Nat. Phil. Vol. II. 
	· Art. 366.) But, on account of the space required forseveral wheels, and the expense of them, it will often benecessary to have 5 or 6 times the number of teeth on the wheel, that there is on the pinion. The ratio of 1 : 6 should, however, not be exceeded, unless there be some other important reason for a higher ratio.'' 
	'' Practical Observations with regard to the 1nahing of Patterns of Cast-.lron Wheels. 
	'' Having determined the pitch of the wheel strongenough for the purpose to ,vhich it is to be applied, the thickness of the tooth serves to regulate the proportioate strength of the other parts. 
	n

	'' A very respectable mil]-\vright informs 1ne, that he 
	• 
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	has for a considerable time adopted the followinrule for determining the length of the teeth of ,vheels, the pt'actical efficacy of ,vhich he has found quite satisfactoryt:
	g 
	-

	· 
	,, Rule-Make the length of the teetli equal tohthe pitch, deducting freedo1n, (bthe freedom is meant the distance at the top of one tooth and the root of anothermeasured at the line of centres,) in other words, the distance from root to root of the teeth, at the line of teethwhen the wheels are in action, exactly equal to the 
	y 
	,
	,

	pitch.
	'' For examle-he makes the teeth of two inches 
	p

	·
	·
	pitch, one inch and thirteensixteenths in length, whicl1 , is allowing three-sixteenths of freedon1. 
	.:


	'' Another respectable mill-wright, who has had much experience, particularlin mills moved by horses, has, for a considerable time past, n1ade the teeth of his wheels only one-half of the itch in length, and works them as deeas possible, without the oint touching the bottoms. Before he fell on this expedient, he found the teeth exceedingly liable to be broken from anysudden motion of the· horses. 
	y 
	p
	p 
	p

	' Indeed, upon reflection, it will be found that there js no occasion for more freedom, than that the point of the tooth of tl1e one wheel, shall just clear the ring of the other; more than this must onlserve to weaken the teeth. The mode of gearing, however, above alluded to, is more necessarin horse mills than ,vliere the 1noving power is steady and regular.
	· 
	'
	.
	y 
	y 

	'' Hutton (on clock-work) recommends making the distance of the pitch line three-fourths of ,vhat we call the thickness of the tooth. Thus, suppose the rule applied to a two inch pitch, and that the tooth and spaceWere exact]y equal, then the tooth ,vould project threerths of an inch beyond the pitch line, and its root Would be as far within the pitch lineas to receive freely the tooth intended to act on it: suppose it also threethsthen the tooth would be one and a half inch l?besides the freedom, which
	fou
	, 
	four
	, 
	n
	g,
	e
	, 

	eleven-Łix
	. 
	-
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	'' But it is to be remarked, that the mill-wrightt, in making his pattern for a cast-iron whee), has to attend to a circumstance arising from the nature of that material. The pattern must not only be of such a forn1 as to be sufficiently strong, calculating by the bulk of the parts, but also proportioned, so that when the fluid metal is pouredin the n1ould, it may cool in every part nearly at the 
	•
	same t11ne. 
	'' When due attention is not paid to this circumstance, as tl1e metal is cooling, if it contract faster in one partthan in another, it ,viii be apt to break some\vhere, just as a drinking glass is broken by suddenly cooling or heat• ing in any particular part of it. In all patterns for castiron, about one-eighth of an inch to the foot should be allowed for the contraction of the metal in cooling. 
	'' Attention must also be paid to taper the several parts, so that they may rise freely ,vithout injur1ng the mould, when the founder is dra\ving them out of the sand. A little observation of the operations of a com-. mon foundry, ,viii better instruct in this part of the subject than many words. We may observe, ho\vever, that about one-sixteenth of an inch, in a depth of 6 inches, is 
	Łomn1only a sufficient taper.
	'' Attending to those circumstances, I beg leave to offer the following proportions as having been found to an
	-

	swer 1n practlce. 
	'' Make the thickness of the ring equal to the tllickness of the tooth near its root .. When the ring is n1ade thinner than the root of the tooth, the ring con1mon1y gives way to a strain, which ,vould not b1·eak the tooth. 
	'' Make the arm, at the part where it proceeds from the ring, of the same breadth and thickness as the ring,and, at the junction, let it be so formecl as to take off any acute angle wl1ich ,vould be apt to break off in the 
	sand. 
	'' The arms should b.ecome larger as they approach the (}entre of the wheel, (see Emerson, Prop. 119, Rule 8,) and the eye shou1d be sufficiently strong to resist th<lriving of the wedges, bymeans of which it is to be fixed the shaftŁ This cannot be brought easily to calcu
	e 
	Qn 
	--
	--
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	'' On the other hand, care must be taken not to make the eye so thick as to endanger unequal cooling.
	'' It should be somewhat broader than the breadth ofthe teeth, in order that it may be the firmer on the shaft : this breadth must be greater in proportion as the is large. 
	,vheel 

	'' When the ring is about an inch thick, it is commonto make the eye about an inch and a quarter in thickness, and about one-fifth broader than the ring, when the wheel is about four feet in diameter. 
	'' Small ,vheels have genera11y but four arms, but it being improper to have a great space of the ring unsupported, the number of arms should be increased in large wheels. 
	·'�In order to strengthen the arms ,vith little increase of metal, it is not unusual to make them feathered, whichis done by adding a thin plate to the metal at right angles to the arm .h.
	'' The san1e rules apply to bevelled wheels; of the practical mode of laying down the \Vorking dra\vings ofwhich we have already spoken. But it is proper to ob
	Łerve that the eye of a heveJle<l \.Vheel should be placedmore on that side which is farthest from the centre ofthe ideal cone, of which the ,vhcel forms a part. 
	'' When ,vheels are beyond a certain size, it becomes necessary to have patterns s01netimes made for them,cast in parts, \vhich are after\vards united by 1neans ofbolts.
	'' Avery good mode to prevent the bad effects of unequal contraction, is to have the arms curved; the curved parts are commonly of the same radius as the wheel, and spring from the half length of the arms.'' 
	'' Of Malleable or 1f7i·ought-J,ron Gudgeons. 
	'' Professor Robinson states,* that the cohesive force square incl1 ofcast-iron is from 40,000 to 60,000 lbs.ht iron from 60,000 to 90,000 lbs.
	of
	a 
	Wroug

	In the year 1795, I had occasi9n to substittite cast
	'' 
	-

	• Encyclopredia. Drila.nnic.'l, article, Strength of 1'Iaterials, 40-. 
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	iron gudgeons for those of ,vrought iron, and made some experiments on those 1neta1s, from ,vhich I drew the following inference : that gudgeons of tlie same size, ofcast and of wrought i1·on, in practice, are capable, at a mediu1n, ofsustaining weights without flexure, proportion of9 to 14., 
	in 
	the

	'' Taking it for granted that this proportion is the truth, we may find the diameter which any wrought gudgeon ought to have when its lateral pressure is given, in the following manner:
	near 
	iron 
	-

	,, 1. Find the diameter which a cast-iron gudgeon should have to sustain the given pressure; then say, as 14 is to the cube of the diameter of the cast-iron gudgeon, so is 9 to the cube of the diameter of the wroug�t iron gudgeon. 
	'' 2. The root of this last number gives the diameter required of the wrought iron gudgeon. 
	EXA1\1PLE. 
	'' Suppose the lateral pressure to be 125 hundred weights, the cube root of which is 5, the diameter in inches of the cast-iron gudgeon : then say, 

	As . . . . . . 14 
	As . . . . . . 14 
	Is to • . . • 125 
	So is . . . . 9 
	To . • . 80,357 
	'' The cube root of which is 4,30887 .'' 
	'' Of the Bearing·s of Shafts. 
	'' The bearings on wtich gudgeons and journals rest ai;id revolve, are sometimes termed and freBrasses, from being often matle of that sub
	Ł
	Pillo1.vs, 
	quently 

	stance. 
	'' It has become general to fix pillows in blocks of cast-iron. Hence th� term Pillow Block, and sometimes, corruptly, Plu1nber Bloc!,. 
	'' ...
	t\.t the cotton works of Deanston, near Down, a water-wheel has run nearly 30 years on pillows of cast-ironwith little sensible wear on the gudgeons, nor were ever found liable to heat. 
	, 
	they 
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	''The outer skin of cast-iron, particularly when cast in metallic moulds, is remarkably hard, and it is reasonable to suppose that it would make a durable pillow, as we have seen is the case in the above instance.'' 
	'' On the Framin,g of Mill-Work. 
	'' Mill-work, from its motion, occasions a tremor on all the parts of its framing, ,vhich subjects it to much 1nore speedy decay than the mere pressure upon car
	-

	pentry. . 
	· 

	'' Besides this general tremor, it is often subjected to · violent, sudden thrusts, from the bad actions of the wheels, or from reciprocating motions. '' It ougnt, therefore, to be not only sufficiently strongand stiff, but sufficiently heav,1/, to give solidity and 
	steadiness.
	'' Where the framing of the machinery is not firm and well bound, a vibratory motion in its parts, of course, takes place; which vibratory motion expends a conside_rable portion of the power applied. This loss of poweris very difficult of investigation. It iscertain, however, that whatever motion of a vibratory nature is communicated to the framing and objects in contact with it, ( ab• stracted from the elasticity of the pnrts,) must be lost tothe effect the machine would produce, were the partssufficient
	'' Besides S,trength, stiffness, and solidity, the framing mill-work requires to be constructed so as to be easy of repai1·; and so contrived, that any particular part be repaired or renewed ,vith the least possible dement to the other parts �f the framing. 
	of 
	may 
	range

	, 
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	'' There is another circumstance in this_ species ot framing which demands great attention. The shafts often require to be restored to their true situations, from which they may have deviated by the wearing of the parts. Now the framing ought to he so constructed as easily to admit of this restoration of the shafts, as also of any other shifting of them which may in become necessary.
	practice 

	'' But though the framing whtch supports the parts of n1ills and n1achines should be firn1, it is an advantage-that the part on \vhich any axis rests should have a small degree of elastic tren1or, ,vhen the machine is in motiona. Such tremor has considerable po\ver in diminishing the friction. It may farther be observed, that framing to · support machinery should he as independent of the building as possible, because the tremor it always communi-co.tes is exceedingly injuripus.'' 
	Artifact
	On Reaction Wheels. 
	These wheels were slightly noticed at page 176; and a description of Barker's mill is to be found in nearly every work upon hydraulics, together with the improvem·ent made in it by Rumsey. Within a few year$ past, wheels ,vhich operate upon the principle of the rotary trunk, in Barker's mill, have been extensive]}" brought into use. We arnot informed by hnm they
	. 
	Ł 
	Ł

	.,. were invented; Mr. Evans alludes to them 1n the first tdition of this work, published in 1795; but it does not appear certain that he had then seen them; it is 1na .. nifest, at all events, that they \Vere not publicly known. His words are, '' One of these is said to do well where there is much back water; it being small, and of a true circular form, the ,vater does not resist it much.. I sha.11 say but little of these, ·supposing the proprietors 1nean to treat of th em.'' Their great merit, certainly, 
	st· 
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	ed in them aver that they are but little, if at all, inferioiin economy to overshot mills; this, ho,vever, we are, byno means, prepared to admit. In back water they will undoubtedly operate better than any other, as there will not be any sensible loss fron1 their ,vading, but only from the diminution of the effective head. In an eight feet faH, for example, should there be four feet of back water, the ren1aining four feet ,viii produce nearly, or quite, its full effect. 
	Many patents have been obtnined for 1nodifications of, and variations in, this ,vhcel; and fro1n the specification of one of them, as published iry the Journal of the F1·anklin Institute, at Philadelphia, ,ve ,vill give such extracts as ,viii suffice to exhibit their nature and mode of action.· In doing this, ,ve shall omit the claitns of the patentee,as this is a point with ,vhicl1 ,ve, in this place, have nothing to do. 
	''Fig. I, abird's eye view of the wheel, the end to \Vhich the shaft is to be at--·-,.tached, at theperforation, A, being do,vn-·Łup\\-·ards. / / Ł. \ \
	Figure 
	1. 
	-
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	·
	·
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	.
	wards, 
	and 
	the 
	open 
	end, 
	or 
	rim, 

	To show the floats, the upper ri1n, ,vhich t \ ·®.· j } 
	overs them,is not repreented. The Ł .. 
	Ł
	Ł
	/

	. _
	.

	lines CC exhibit the forn1 ot the 1loats, or ...
	·· ..
	ŁŁ'.-··· 

	buckets, and the n1anner in ,vhich they are arranged. The diameter of this ,vheel, and the ,vi<l th of the float� between the t,vo heads, and the depth of aperture be,veen the floats, wiH, of course, be varied according to the quantity and head of water ,vhich can he obtained, and the purpose to ,vhich it is to be ·applied. "fhe curved floats, it ,vill be seen, are made to lap over each other; and, in practice, it has been found that the proortion in which they do so is a point of considerable importance.
	t
	p
	sho
	Ł
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	to be injuriouŁ. The mechanic 5hould be Cll'eful so to construct his wheel that the part or the aperture seen at e should be less th11n that seen at d. 
	"Upcm the inner edge or the rim there isa projecting fillet, or ffaneh, which may he seen iri the section D, or this wheel, 11.t the lower part or Fig. 3, with this difference, th•t said fillets or flanehe.� 11re to l,e made flat, u they are to work •gains!, and not within, each other. 
	"tWheels so constructed m,,y l,e applied either on B hori?:onta.1 or vertical shaft, and either �irigly or in pain,according to circumstances. 

	Ł,;Ł·Ł·ŁŁ(Łl;I?\JŁf Łff
	Ł,;Ł·Ł·ŁŁ(Łl;I?\JŁf Łff
	tlin motion from such a 
	!hart. S isthetlu,,ri-,;0111al 
	aha rt, A the penstock, aml n
	B thetcistcrn; the heads, 
	part, of cast·iron plates, 
	. 
	Je1,mrcly l,olted together. DD are two water-wheel,, one of which is placed on each side of the cistern ll, their open ,nds standing agnin�t the side plates of the cistern, which are perforated, hning openingi in them e11ual in 1ize to those on the heads of the wheels, a11.1l l,eing conc with them. The fillet, or flanch, upon the rim of each wheel. is macle flat, anti is fitted to run as c!O!Ocly to a similar fillet or lbnch on the cistern head as may lie, without actually bu.ring against it, so ns to pre1
	centri

	"The 1izc of the orifices in the wheel and cistcrD 
	a c0
	cŁ1:Ł:!ŁŁ.:Ł::Ł:ttŁŁrt:rrŁŁ:tŁhŁ::::;::Łc!;::;:
	r;•:::Ł

	Their a.re& should l,e ,uch as to permit the whole coluinn ofw.ier to act unobstructcdly on the wheel, whatC\"eT .,.y be the height of the head. It i1 fo11nd that for • 
	head of four feet, thehareahofthchoriliceshouldhneverhe permitted to fall short of three times the number of square inches which can \Je delivered by all the open• ings of the floats. The pcnstock, or gate way, should also Le s1,fiicientlyhlargc to admit freely the same proportionate quantity of water through every part of il!I section; say about threehtimeshtlte area of the orifices ofhthehcisternhheadshandhwheels. 
	"Forha greater head these openings must behproportionally increased,horhthc whole intentionhwill behdefeated, ashit ha.s been fro� want of attention to this principle, thathnumeroushfai!ures have occnrredinhthehattempt tohdrivehmillshyhreactionhwhee\s. ,vheneveritishpraciticable, the limit which has been given should be exceeded, but never can be diminished without loss. 
	"Instead of using a trunk or penstock, smaller than thehhorizontalhsectionofthehcisternB,hextcndhthe sides front and ha.ck ofsaideistem,hupwards in one continued line, whenever the same can be done; the cistern aud penstock then form one trunk,ofhequalhseetion throughout. 
	"'Vhcnhgreatcr power is requisite, placcihotherhreacting wheels, or pairs of wheels, upon the same shaft, so that each may operate in the same way. 
	wheels, placed upon a vertical shaft, witl, the cistern by whicli it is supplied withhwater;hto this is also attached 
	�hatisdenominatedthehlighter,whichis intended to relieve the lower gudgeon 11.ndstepfromthcpressureofthehciolumn of water, and also, when dcsiretl, the weightofthehwheel,handhwhateverisattache1lthercto. Thehwholehbeingshownioahverticalhsection through thehaxis ofthehwheel. 
	Figure
	"hAA is the cistern of water, the construction of Whjeh, with its penstock, may be 5een at BA, fig. 4 . 
	. "D the wheel, thehJlauch onhils upper side passing W1thinhthe edge of that on the lower plate of the cistern. gltter for relieving the gudgeon and step 
	" LhL the li

	of the shaft and wheel from the downward preasure. 
	ncentricd attaehedtto thet"me shaft. Uron de is a flaneh, or projecting rim, fitting into n the a.me manner in which that or the wheel f,tstinto the ]o,.·er n or the dinguponth.eplatu of the cistern. 
	"Tlietligliteris& circular plate oftil'On, co
	witli the wheel, an
	its lower si
	an orifice in the upper plate of tliecistern, i
	plate; allowing, therefore, or a vertical motio
	ohafttoacertaine>:tcnt,twithouthin

	«,J/romtthctequaltprcssure of fluids in al!tdircction1, the lighter, (when equal in ibitareatothatofthctoriliee d upwardswithtthetsametdegrce of force with which the latter, (the wheel,) i1 d if made larger. it will be prc:Med upwards with a greater force; and may betso proportioned utotakcoff the weight both of the machinery d of the water, from the gudgeon and its step. 
	ofthetwhec],J,..illbcprcsse
	pressed downwards; an
	an

	l dn1hŁŁŁtc"ii;b:ŁŁ!Ł1rŁŁ!t;;e Ł\:Ł:of"thetoc:oŁ':Ł:Ł: 
	g

	nd!!Oal!!Otin the case of any odd number or ...-heel•, eitherton a ,·crticaltorta horizo11taltahart. 
	a

	"°Fig.4rcprcscnt:ithe Fipr,4. ng wheel on ngnstook-Btthctcistcrn-DDtthctwhccls,rcng:within the plateo o£ttht:tcistern iu the same neruthe wheel and n Fig.3. 
	double reacti
	avcrticalshaft. Abei
	thctpc
	volvi
	mr.n
	lighteri

	n nt answers all the purp,oseo of the n the former, the d, with the 111.metvic...-$." 
	"The upper wheel i
	this arrangeme
	lighter i
	oriliceofwhichm■ybc enlarged, if desire

	Thetforcgoingisade,criptionoftthc reaction wheel, nted by Mr. Calvin Wing, and is given in the !111guagctofhistspccification; it exhibits,tliercforc,hi,views upon the $object. The buckets arc IIOITT�times IO made_•• d ofnnettermin■tingin aline.,..,th nsconstructtthelll 
	u pate
	-
	no;.tolap,thetinncren
	thcoutcrcndortanother. Sornetpcrso

	Figure
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	so that the.�buckets are adjustable, thus allowing the apertures to be enlarged or diminished, according to the quantity of water employed, or of machinery to be driven. There are, in fact, not fewer, we believe, thanelght or ten patents for different modifications of this wheel, and from the interest which it has excited, it maybe considered as in a fair way to have its relative merits fully tested. 
	,
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	Explanation of the Technical Terms, fc., used in thi, Work 
	.Bpetture-The opening by which ,vater issues • .Brea-Plain surface, superficial conte1its • 
	.Blgebraic signs used are + for more, or addition. -Less, subtracted. x Multiplication. + Di'1ision. = Equality. v The square root of; 86:J for 86 squared; 88for 88 cubed. 
	3 

	Biquadrate-A number squared, and the square multiplied into itself-the biquad,ate of 2 is 16. 
	Co1·ollary-Inference. 
	Cuboch-A na1ne for the unit or integer of a power, being the effect procluced by one cubic foot of ,vater in one foot perpendicular descent. 
	Cubicfoot efwater-,vhat a vessel one foot square and one foot deep ,vill hold. Cube of a number-The product of a number multiplied by itself twice. 
	-Cube root of a number-Say of 8;-the number which multiplied into itself twice will produce 8; namely, 2. Or, it is that nu1nber by which if you divide a number twice, the quotient will be equal to itself. 
	Decimal point-Set at the left hand of a figure, sho,vs the whole nun1ber to be divic.led into tens,e_as ,5 for /ths; ,57 for /l" li"ths; ,557 for //,;1thŁ parts. 
	0
	7 
	0

	Equilibria, Equilibrium-Equipoise or balance of weight. Elastic-Springy. 
	Friction-The act of rubbing together. 
	Gravity-That tendency all matter has to fall down,vards. lf.vdrostatics-The science which treats of the weight of fluids. Hydraulics-rfhe science which treats of the motion of fluids, as in 
	pumps, ,vater-works, &c. lmpulse.:......Force communicated by a stroke, or other power. -Violent effort of a body inclining to mo,·e. ntum-'fhe force of a body in motion. Maximum-Greatest possible. 
	Impetus
	Mome

	nelastic-Without spring. 
	No

	ClllJx-C'ontrary to received opinion; an apparent contradiction. 
	Par

	, 1f! 
	.• 
	EXPLANATION, &e. 
	. 300 

	Percussion-Striking together, impact. 
	Problem-A question proposed. 
	Quadruple-Four times, fourfold. 
	Radiu.,-Half the diameter of a circle. 
	Right angle-A line square. or perpendicular to another. Squared-Ł1ultiplie<l into itself; 2 squared is 4. 
	Theory-Speculative plan existing only in the mind. 
	Tangent-A line perpendicular to, or square ,vith, a radius, and 
	touching thl' periphery of a circle. Theorem-Po!;ition laid down as an ackno,vledged truth. A rule. Veloci(y-Swiftnesli of n1otion. Virtual or effective descent oj.water-(See Article 61. 
	SCALE FROM WHICH 'fHE FIGURES ARE DRAWN IN THE PLA'fES FROM II. TO XI. PLATE II. Fig. 11, 12,8 feet to an inch; fig. 19, 10 feet to an inch. 
	III. Fig. 19, 20, 23, 26, 10 feet to an inch. 
	IV. Fig. 28, 29, SO, 31, 32, 53, 10 feet to an inch. 
	VI. Fig. 1, 10 feet to an inch; fig. 2, S, 8, 9, 10, 11, 2 feet to an inch. 
	VII. Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15, 2 feet to an inch; fig. 16, 10 feet to an inch. 
	X. Fig. 1, 2, 18 feet to an inch; fig. H, I, in fig. 1, 4 feet to an inch. 
	XI. Fig. t, 2, s, 2 feet to an inch; fig. 6, a, 1 foot to an inch. 
	THE END. 
	.! 
	ERRATAŁ 
	f>n.
	.lea 9-line 4th, from bottom, for "relate," read ,.tia,

	:16-caption of Article 6, for" power," read power,. 
	48-1. 17th, for "this ]Qnd," readjirat kind. 
	49-1. 7th, for "part," read where. 
	-
	-
	Vv'P-1

	72-at the end of problem read V= -=16,2 
	/

	_
	vP 
	h 1 
	. 

	95-l 15th, for "inches,'' read .arches . . 
	98-/. 10th, for" into," read in. 
	""113-/. 8th, after " cuboch" insert ·of power. 193-l. 13th, for "not be," read be not. 
	s,

	203-L 9th, from bottom, for " wagonner," read wagq,ur. 
	Łl. 12th, from bottom, for " wooden," read wood . 
	• 
	252-Z. 11th, f'or "81," read 31. 271-first line of prefatory remarks, relld wa.,&-written. 
	290-l. 1 and 2Ł from bottom, dele un-fore. 
	:, 






